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Objects Hurled.
From Top" Of
Baruch Building
By Ira Kom
Two wastepaper baskets and a
classroom chair were thrown from
one of the top floors of 360 Park
Ave. So. on Oct. 17. The chair "hit
a passing car on Park Avenue
South," according to George Carr,
the building manager for Cushman-
Wakefield .
The incident occurred at approx-
imately 10:00 a.m. No physical in-
juries were reported, however, Carr
said, "Another two feet and it [the
falling chair] would have gone
through the windshield. " The
driver of the vehicle filed forms
with his insurance company, the
police department. the building
manager, and the college.
At 11:24 a.m., also on Oct. 17, a
false alarm was set off on the eighth
floor of 46 E. 26th St. Accord-
ing to Cecil Joseph, assistant direc-
tor of Security, there were "no
reported injuries" and "the alarm
was reset."
Carr, who is also the fire safety
director for the building, explained
that when an alarm is activated "it
goes to the fire command station
and alerts the floor above and the
floor below" with a varying siren,
while a standard alarm sounds
throughout the remainder of the
building. .,All elevators were
brought down to wait in tbe lobby
and kept there. It stops all activity
within both sides of the college,"
accordiag to Carr.
"There are at least two pull sta-
(Continued on Ptlge 5. Col. 3)
When contacted later at his of-
fice, however, EvangeJista decJmed
any further comment. ''''ve been·
informed by my supervisor -that f .
am not aJlowed to give out the in-
formation:' he said. The of-itdaJ
records for the Department of
Buildings listed four violations.
One public assembly violation
was filed on J uJy 2, 1981 and two
others were filed on Aug. 18, 1982.
AJI were found in 17 Lexington
Ave. According to Inspector Edgar
Arnold of the Department of
Buildings, a public assembly viola-
tion refers to the number of people
in a given space. The specific viola-
tions, however, were not in the
records.
Vihvahe Tiryakian of the Public
Relations office of the Department
of Buildings, said that Evangelista
had no authority to speak to The
Ticker. "Please disregard the infor-
mation, it should come from us, tt
he said.
By Caitlin Mollison
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Second stop-work order in 12 months
.City Orders College to Halt
Construction in Cafeteria
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Barucb dkI not obtain the proper penults before coDStrucing the wall in the
cafeteria.
Construction on the fifth floor proved plans on the job, a failure to
cafeteria of 46 E. 26th St. was apply for an alteration permit and
ordered halted in early September that of doing construction on the I
by .the J~partmcnt of Buildings Baruch lobby, and the twelfth and
because Baruch failed to get the fourteenth floors."
necessary permits to begin work, Evangelista gave this inforrnatiori '
-.c~ordIng m-"an inspector for -tlre- ---[o7"1ie 7icker on l1ifmi"-lie- r~---u--ei'-ti---'7
New -Yorf City Department of' the siop~worlc order. -Y -..- -- ..
.Buildings.
It was the second time in 12
_months that' Ba1ud1 -CoIJege was
cited for beginning construction
without the necessary permits. On
Sept. 11, 1984, a stop-work order
was placed on the lobby, the
twelfth and the fourteenth floors of
III E. l8th St., when construction
work began without the proper per-
mits.
Ralph Evangelista, an inspector
for the Department of Buildings,
ordered construction halted during
an inspection in early September
1985. The violation, as obtained
from the Department of Campus
Planning and Facilities, read,
"alteration of the premises without
obtaining a permit," and "no ap-
proved plans on the premises."
Marilyn Mikulsky, director of
Campus Planning and Facilities,
said that her department began put-
ting up a wall without filing the per-
mits with the Department of
Buildings. Mikulsky said that the
delay is too long and that
~'everybodydoes it. tt
- The college was building the wall
to separate the cafeteria from the
kitchen in order to accommodate
Canteen Corp., the new food ser-
vice vendors.
Regulations at the Department of
Buildings say that all plans for con-
struction must be presented to the
department for approval.
The construction violation in
September 1984 was obtained from
the Department of Buildings. It
read, in part, uFailure to have ap-
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By Carolyn Slater
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Intruder -Sighted
-in~wo---
Bathrooms
VillceDt laaaaco, a.istaDt director of
secadty.
tnaT -me man-'1iad entered ·(he
bathroom after her, and bad
escaped before she could identify
·"~ia=~~=di:~:.:~
Helpline member.
The man was then spotted and
cbMed by one security guard on the
_fifth floor and then by another on
- the fourth floor, said lannaco. The
security officers reported that he
was wearing chocolate brown
pants, a navy blue shirt, and red
and white tennis shoes with white
streaks. He escaped from both
guards via the back staircase. "This
guy seems to be very familiar with
the building;" said lannaco.
Similar types of occurrences have
_been reported in the past at Baruch,
with the man fitting a similar
(Continued on Page 5. Col. J)
AmaJe intruder was reported
-i trespassing in two of the ladies'
~- restrooms in 46 E. 26th St. on
~ Wednesday, Oct. 2, according to
:; Vincent Iannaco, assistant directori of security for Baruch College.
U The man was described as being
in his late 20's, dark skinned black,
slim, having ra round face and
"possibly bald or having very
shortly cropped hair," according to
Iannaco. He was seen once in the
eighth floor ladies' room and again
in the fifth floor ladies' room dur-
ing two separate incidents, both oc-
curring between 1:00 and 2:00 p.m,
In one incident, a female Baruch
staff member was preparing to
leave the ninth floor restroom as
the man eatered and "scared the
hell out of her," said Iannaco. She
ran out and called security im-
mediately. <,
In the other case, a female
Baruch student was inside a stall in
the fifth floor bathroom when
someone reached under the side
and toudied~~bes: leg. The woman
told a Helpline member, who
the -itsbCJOdi minutes later,
By MoUy Kong
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 5)
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Dr. Robert Georgia, assistant to tbe
deaa of stadftlts.
Committee Drafts
Preliminary
AlcoholProposal
The newly formed Alcohol
Policy CommittC4; has drafted a
preliminary proposal to monitor
the serving of alcohol at student
functions, according to Danville A.
Walker, president of the Day Ses-
sion Student Government (DSSG),
and a member of the committee.
~-_-_~-:-- WaIker anticiPates that -tbe'-fiAai
dnif't-will be completed before the
end of October. It will then be pass-
ed to Dr.~W-dson~ Jr.• dean
:~·-{;;;j~I,a::::
'of Baruch College.
After two meetings, Wallter said,
"So far we have-drafted a proposal
which will be reviewed by the com-
mittee next week (Oct. 23). tt
Walker, along with other commit-
tee members, is m\lCtant to disclose
the contents of the proposal.-He
felt it would be premature to
reveal but said, "It is a proposal
currently in place in other _New
York universities. It was modified
for the Baruch situation."
According to Walker, the com-
mittee discussed what other colleges
were doing. Dr. Robert Georgia,
the assistant to the dean of students
and chairman of the committee,
surveyed other CUNY schools to
see "how they are responding. to
changes in drinking age:' As of
Oct. 15, he- received 14 responses i--------------,
from other coDeaes.
At its first meeting, the group
met privately to address the follow-
ing issues:
-the present ban on alcohol,
-the legal drinking age being
changed to 21 on Dec. I, J98S,
-the president's concern for
students' safety and security and
the liability of _the college in case
of alcohol related incidents,
-the students' desire to socially
interact with each other.
Georgia said, "A large pa-rt of
the program's success will depend
- <:
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OP-ED
The appropriation of the $6,0009 for the
most part is quite reasonable, despite the
fa~t that many students might be upset by
this allocation. Their being upset milht be a
positive step however. For once we might
have students getting involved in scbootac-
tivities. Whether it is for the right reason or
not is immaterial. Any reaction whether
good or bad is better than no reaction at all.
released a statement, "We've taken away
your (students') space, we've taken away
your fun, the truth is we really don't need
you anymore." .
In November, "the sit-ins and strikes
began. Danville Walker, president of the
DSSG, backed up by a cadre of advisors,
led his troops into battle. The admin-
istration held firm, sending in riot police
armed with rubber truncheons.
The protests at Baruch began to attract
national attention. Well known figures
from Ralph Nader to Gary Hart to Revs.
Falwell and Jackson visited the college, im-
ploring the administration to relent in its
decision.
As the deadline approached, the situation
began to get desperate, a riot in the
cafeteria, smashed windows in the student
center and a booby-trapped door were front
page news. .
On the last day of classes, the Ministry of
Security set up checkpoints at aJl entrances
to Baruch. All lounges were closed to pre-
vent stragglers from staying behind. The
Ministry of Security was granted sweeping
powers of detention. Then it ended. The
classes ended, the doors were sealed. the
students were gone.
Administrators still showed for work, via
a subterranean tunnel connecting all the
Baruch buildings. Noises in the school cor-
ridors at night have given rise to rumors of
students still hiding out in the nooks and
crannies of Baruch.
officials.
Nevertheless, these jackets and shirts
should be purchased for another reason. It
is a reason that government officials will
not admit to believing in, because they are
politicians. However. this writer will say it:
student government officials deserve a
reward for devoting many hours of their
time to Baruch. Yes, there are always a few
lazy and indifferent people on government.
However, on the whole, most government
members are diligent and well-intentioned,
\\'e in the press often disagree with the
things they do. and when we do disagree we
emphatically state it. It is hard to deny,
however, that most government members
sacrifice a great amount of their time. It is
true that serving on government is a
privilege and a voluntary act. However,
their sacrifice shouldn't be taken for
granted. Considering the low Ie¥eI of stu-
dent involvement in student activities there
is nothing wrong whatsoever with siucsent
government members getting jackets and
t-shirts. It is a modest reward, indeed.
By Eric J. Fox
Baruch: 2002
What follows is an apocalyptic version of
the events in a future time at our hallowed
college.
The announcement was as unexpected as
it was sudden. Flyers had been put up all
over school during the summer, and when
students returned for the first day of the
fall semester, it was there for all' to see.
"Beginning with the spring 1986 semester,
all students will be banned from Baruch."
At first, no one took the notice seriously.
Students went about their business, study-
ing and enjoying their stay at college. With-
in days, other flyers' coveredthe bulletin
boards and most students simply forgot the
earlier announcement. It was dismissed as a
bad joke or just another Akuettey screw-
up.
However, observant students began to
notice some strange goings-on at Baruch.
Mack trucks pulling up to Baruch at 2:00
a.m., hauling away tons and tons of desks,
chairs, chalk, blackboards, erasers and
other school supplies. Classrooms, one by
one, began to be sealed up by the suddenly
omnipresent Ministry of Internal Security.
As rumors began spreading around
Baruch, the DSSG sprang into action,
scheduling a meeting with the president.
Jackets and t-shirts in hand, they marched
over to the Administration building, but
got lost on the way. Instead, the president
It is true. however, that some of the items
mentioned such as carpeting and drapery
seem to be extravagant. A clean floor
should be able to do the job without
carpeting being purchased. In addition, it
was wise that council rejected the idea of
purchasing a stereo. DSSG president Tony
Walker has suggested that these particular
expenditures would create a better office at-
mosphere which "would hopefully en-
courage student government workers to
spend more time working in the govern-
ment offices getting more done. and mak-
ing themselves more available to the
students." It is a questionable premise,
however, that government workers get
more done by being in the office. It is more
than likely that more good can be ac-
complished by government members being
out and around in the school, interacting
with their constituents, the students.
Besides these office renovations, $2,000
was appropriated for the purchase of
jackets and t-shirts bearing the student
government logo. These jackets and
t-shirts, according to Walker, are being
purchased so that students will be able to
identify government officers and council
members more easily, and thus be able to
give feedback more readily. It would be
very encouraging if the "jackets and shirts
have this effect, but judging by past voter
turnout in DSSG elections, the jury is still
out as to whether these items will give stu-
dents the impetus to approach .govemmenr
..
The Ticker
the fact that only two people, Pauline Jen-
net and Kerry Benson have been on both
last year's and this year's council. It is ob-
viously not greed that motivates this expen-
diture. The fact is that this expenditure of
$4.000 should be seen as accounting for
many year's use. $4,000 worth of furniture
and equipm, -: will not be purchased every
year.
It is very .•ppropriate tha: :)SSG pur-
chase new fl -iiture at least once every ten
years. The h. .iiture in the offices has been
there for 6- - years and was second-hand
furniture whcn received. The important
question to be addressed here is what type
of furniture. .d fixtures should be purchas-
ed. Such items as a conference table big
enough to seat all council members is very
important. In addition. it would also be
sensible to purchase desks and filing
cabinets. A government office should look
presentable and respectable to all the
school's students, and to alJ outsiders who
have dealings with our student govern-
ment.
_To start off, this beautiful continent
witnessed the start of an active slave trade
sometime around the eighth century. To
this day there are some who are convinced
that blacks are not fully functional human
beings.
The South African leaders seem to be one
such group. For it is they who devised
apartheid, a system under which blacks are
severely restricted to certain occupations
and geographical areas, are required to
carry identifying "pass-books" all the time,
are not allowed' to vote and better not even
dream of running for public office.
To this day there are some
who are convinced that
blacks are not functional
human beings.
How such a country is the "last depen-
dable outpost of decency on the continent"
is way beyond comprehension.
Admittedly, there are many black-ruled
countries on the continent that have a long
way to go before they have a just society.
Unfortunately, black-ruled nations do not
have a monopoly on repressive regimes -
there are many white-ruled nations in addi-
tion to South Africa that leave a lot to be
desired.
Therefore, why does the writer of that
opinion deny self-rule to only South
Africa? Why not go the logical step further
and deny every nation self-rule until, as he
puts it, the nation can prove itself capable
of self-rule? Unfortunately, the only answer
to that question can be that the writer of
_.th~~~~i~~~~·I~=~e01»ni9D.· that
"The average black in South Africa is in-
finitely better off than he would be in any
other black-ruled African nation, " is
rooted more in the writer's imagination
than facts.
At least two nations, Gabon and Ivory
Coast, have a higher per capita income than
South Africa in addition to the fact that
they are black-ruled.
As someone living in one of the freest
countries in the world, I see something in-
herently wrong with the idea of one group
subjugating another. My feelings on op-
pression are not limited to South Africa -
they extend to all those nations that are
guilty of subjugation.
- For those in favor of apartheid and
similar evils, I have but one suggestion:
spend a year in a country with a repressive
regime as one of the repressed.
October 29, 1985
By Neeraj Vobra
So often in our lives we are faced with the
dilemma of choosing between right and
wrong. I say dilemma because many times
it's unclear what is right and what is wrong.
As history has shown, right and wrong are
subjective qualities that have a lot to -do
with the particular culture of which one is a
product. In our own society there are
certain issues, when raised, that will always
result in heated debate - abortion and
prayer in school being two examples.
Nevertheless, it comes as a disappointment .
that there are still those in America that de-
fend, nay, encourage the subjugation of a
majority of people by a minority.
There are many governments in the world
today that would qualify for the dubious
distinction of running their country with no
accountability to the preponderance of
their population, and with no avenue for
peaceful change. The Soviet Union, most if
not all; of the Eastern Bloc countries ,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Cuba and Iran are
some examples of countries that have
repressive regimes. Although many of these
countries have indigenous dissidents that
have been struggling for years, no victory
for the people appears to be in sight.
One important exception is South Africa.
There a struggle is taking place that has held
the world's attention for the last year or so.
lt is not the first time that the blacks in
South Africa are revolting against the white
government, but this time around the world
seems to be paying more attention than in
the past.
Encouraged by the American media blitz,
the student demonstrations, economic sanc-
tions and the large scale divestments, the
black leaders are sustaining the uprising.
The pros and cons. of divestment and
economic sanctlonsare not 'whai-1s-- being
evaluated here. What is important is that
the world is focusing its attention on South
Africa with the hope that apartheid will
come to an end.
Obviously, no one would like to see one
set of oppressors become replaced by
another. One would hope that South Africa
becomes a more just country than it is to-
day.
Having gotten some preliminary words
out of the way, I would like to address an
opinion that appeared in the last issue of
The Ticker.
That opinion started off by expressing
the thought that the "once beautiful conti-
nent" of Africa had been virtually
destroyed by the "forces of
totalitarianism." One presumes the
reference of totalitarianism is to the African
countries that have black rulers.
By Michael Lashinsky
They Deserve It!
In the last issue of The Ticker there ap-
peared a story concerning the DSSG's plan
to spend a total of $6,000 on government
office renovations and publicity projects.
In talking to students around the school the
attitude seemed to be that this was a waste
of student activity fees. However, if this ap-
propriation is viewed logically, the fact is
that the majority of this $6,000 should in-
deed be spent.
In looking at the $4,000 appropriated for
office renovations it is quite apparent that
this year's government will get limited use
out of the products purchased. By the time
they are bought, the year will be more than
half over. The furniture and other items to
be purchased will greatly benefit future
DSSG members, not this year's members.
In fact, if DSSG turnover rates are studied,
it will be obvious that very few members of
this year's council will be on next year's
council. This phenomenon is illustrated by
South African Counterpoint
•
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tactics he despises in Farrakhan.
Furthermore, Farrakhan does
take some of his opinions to the ex-
treme, but the New Hitler is hardly
a phrase that fits him. Perhaps why
Farrakhan's opinions hurt so much
is because a little of it is true.
I admire Farrakhan for his guts
to venture his strong opinions
where others might not dare for
fear of reprisal. And, yes, may
God bless my poor misguided soul
for thinking this way.
Adams
Lower Sophomore
these freedom-fighters who were
not of his race, is because he is a
Muslim extremist of the type whom
most blacks pay no attention to,
and whom they should continue to
ignore, while they struggle as they
have done so valiantly until now,
for complete equality through the
democratic constitutional system,
education, and superior
achievements on the job, and not
through the "devil-talk" of black
racists who seek to sow disunity,
and do not address the real con-
cerns of the minorities.
Donald Frieberg
few dangerous individuals who
have transferred farmers' pains and
anguish at losing their farms into
hatred toward Jews for supposedly
causing it to occur. With simple
lies and ignorance of the facts,
farmers join these anti-semitic farm
groups, which are presently grow-
ing in numbers.
Only through public awareness
- whether it be teaching the whys
and hows of financial crisis, articles
or demonstrations - will this
disease be caught before it's too
late. As former prime minister
Menachem Begin once said, "We
fight therefore we are."
Jacob Woff
Henry Wilson, Jr., Ph.D.
Dean of Students
the story failed to note that the bulk
of the funding for this position has
come from a generous grant from
the Baruch College Alumni
Association. Without their finan-
cial assistance the Veterans Office
would not have been able to con-
tinue.
And Speaking.
Thank You. However.•
To the Editor:
Quotation Of The Fortnight
LETTERS
October 29, 1985
Letters on South Africa p. 4
Speaking About
Farrakhan
I am most appreciative of your
front page story of September 18,
1985 regarding the appointment of
our new Veterans Coordinator. The
story makes reference to some
financial support coming from a
federal grant: the Veterans Cost of
Instruction Program. However
- .
To the Editor,
When Louis Farrakhan levels his
fanatic and ignorant barbs at the
Jews, he conveniently forgets how
much they have contributed in the
struggle for civil rights, justice and
equality for the blacks and other
minorities in this country. Did he
never hear of Schwerner and Good-
man, the two Jewish young men
who sacrificed their lives for the
civil rights cause, the countless rab-
bis and other Jewish "Whities"
who gave of their time and money
for that crusade?
The reason he chooses to ignore
To the Editor,
As a religious Jew of the Baruch
community I was quite impressed
with Eric J. Fox's article, (l0/15
Farrakhan and the Scapegoating of
Jews). Not only did I applaud the
contents of the column but his
courage for sitting in Madison
Square Garden while surrounded
by anti-semites (much like the
Israeli situation).
Fox touched on a very important
point, history repeats itself. ABC's
news magazine 20/20 recentlv had
- .
another example of this growth of
anti-semitism of which most people
are unaware. It isn't the work of
Neo-Nazis or the K.K.K. but of a
To the Editor:
Minority group! How does Eric
J. Fox (Farrakhan and the
Scapegoating of Jews) figure out
that Jews are a minority of any
sort. Mr. Fox can change his faith
tomorrow if he wants and be out of
his so-called "minority" class,
unlike a black, Asian, or Hispanic.
I understand Mr. Fox's opposition
to Farrakhan's remarks but
perhaps in the future he should
speak from his head rather than his
poor offended heart. All in all, Mr.
Fox ends up calling for the same
"I hope that people will be responsible-enough - those older and
younger - to know when to stop."
_ Jocelyn Murphy, member of the Evening Session Student
Assembly and the Alcohol Policy Committee, referring to student
responsibility in the distribution of alcohol on campus.
Vicki Drake
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Baruch College has been a virtual haven for acts of vandalism these past weeks. As if
the infamous Baruch flasher wasn't enough for students to contend with, flying chairs
and false fire alarms jumped into the scene.
On Oct. 17 two wastebaskets and a chair were thrown out of an upper floor window
of the 360 Park Ave. South building. On the same day, a false alarm was pulled in 46
E. 26th St. Both acts were unconscionable acts of stupidity. The Baruch community
was very fortunate that the only loss incurred was to property and not to limb. As it
stands, these acts are unforgivable as the threat to life was great.
The Ticker publishes articles about these incidents to inform students of the
graveness of these acts. The simple pulling of a false alarm causes fire officials to res-
pond, leaving inadequate forces to combat a genuine emergency. The individual(s) who
were responsible for throwing the wastebasket and chair out of a window can very
well be classified as having homicidal intentions. A falling chair from 17-20 floors up ~~
has the force of one ton upon impact on the ground. A human cannot withstand these
kinds of impacts.
If we are to assume that these acts are being committed by students, then we must
really worry for we are supposed to be the responsible leaders of tomorrow. The entire
Baruch community should be enraged at these senseless acts. The solution to combat
these acts does not necessarily lie in more security forces; the answer is more individual
control.
Ludicrous Expenses
This fall, as during every other fall, Baruch College will take part in its annual Blood
Drive. This year, with extremely high goals, the Student Activities office is giving
t-shirts away to all those who promise to donate.
Carl Aylman, director of student activities, emphasizes the importance of blood
donations: "If you need a transfusion ... you need blood. If you go into surgery ...
...
you need blood." Blood donations are invaluable in saving lives.
We, as members of Baruch's community, should take a bit of time and do this ser-
vice to humanity. The process is virtually painless; it is, however, life-saving.
Prinlin2 b) J.~ Kim Printin2 Co., Inc., 40 W~t 22nd Street
Staff: Steven Baum, Matthew Bifulco. Karen Emma, Gail Gannon. Lisa Hutt, Arthur Keating,
Molly Kong. Ira Korn, Eric Kun, Mark Levine, Caitlin Mollison. Chris Paladino, Siu Pang. Usa
R. Rhodes. James Revello, Robert Schwartz. Martin Starkey. Neeraj Yohra, Dara Wertheimer.
Kelvin L. Williams. Joanne Woo
Save Somebody
The Day Session Student Government's 1985-86 budget includes $6000 for office
renovations and publicity projects. These renovations and projects include a large con-
ference table, carpeting, drapery, jackets and t-shirts. The large conference table is
understandable, since it is difficult to sit over 20 people around a table made for 12.
However, using student fees to purchase such embellishments as carpeting, drapery
and jackets is a bit ludicrous.
Granted, students who serve on government do so voluntarily and most members
sincerely care for and fight for students' rights. But when people bend situations to
conform to their desires, they must be monitored carefully. Student government could
easily function without drapes and carpeting. They do, after all, attend classes daily in
classrooms that aren't furnished with such niceties. If students can get enough motiva-
tional impetus to study productively from bare floors and undraped windows, then our
student leaders should be able to cope with sitting in bare surroundings for a few hours
each week.
The argument of purchasing jackets and t-shirts to make student government more
visibleis understandable also, but again, we must question our. leaders' motives. Keep-
ing our apathetic student population in mind, we must ask, will students care to ask the
bearer of a "Student Government" jacket questions concerning college life or will they
just look and say, "So that's what our student fees pay for - their wardrobe."
The Ticker is published seven times a semester. All work with the exception of typesetting and printing
is b)- Baruch. CUNY BA. or graduate students. We welcome all contributions and criticism that are
typed and signed. We are located in Room 307 of the Student Center, Our mailing address is Box 442.
137 East 22nd Street, ~t>w York. ~.Y. 10010. (212) 725-7620.
Acts of Idiocy
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EDITORIALS
The Student-Teacher evaluations
scheduled for this semester will take
place during the week of Nov. 18,
according to Audrey Williams,
assistant to the dean of the School
of Education.
This semester will mark the sec-
ond year that the evaluations are
being held every semester rather
than just once a year.
According to Lester Golub, dean
of the School of Education, the
decision to have evaluations every
semester was made by Joel Segall,
president of Baruch College.
Segall's decision was in response to
requests made by student leaders.
These students felt that bi-annual
evaluation would insure coverage
of faculty members who might
otherwise be skipped, according to
Golub.
The results of this fall's evalua-
tion will be made public sometime
after the first of the year, according
to Golub. Any students interested
in seeing the results can visit the Of-
fice of the Dean of Students or the
Day Session Student Government
(DSSG) office.
Lester Golub, dean of lile ~hool of
Education.
NEWS
By Neeraj Vohra
Student
Evaluations
CCThe results are not intended to
tell you what teachers to take,"
said Golub, rather, they "let the
faculty know what students think
of their teaching."
The evaluations are used for both
tenure and promotion decisions,
according to Williams. As such, all
faculty members are supposed to
participate :in the evaluation pro-
cess.
Once the evaluations are com-
plete, the teacher has the option of
not releasing the results, although
the results would still go to the
teacher concerned, the departmen-
tal chairman, the dean of students
and the vice-president for academic
affairs.
According to Ronald Aaron.
associate dean ot students, the
OSSG has in the past published
booklets with evaluation results.
Danville Walker, the president of
the OSSG, however, has no plans
to publish a booklet. "We are
working on improving tileprint-out
that no-:many comes out so that
students can better utilize it, n said
W~){e~._~~!-lrdill&-lo_Walker, the
ossa would rather do that than
"waste money" printing booklets.
The entire evaluation process
costs about S12,000, according to
Ronald Schurin, the institutional
research director. His office wiD be
handling the evaluations starting
next semester.
director for 16 years, remarked
that the school generally has be-
tween 10 and 15 false alarms per
year, the bulk of which occur "dur-
ing party and test times." "Wail
until tests come. Right before vaca-
tion. Party time. Inhibitions go out
the window." he said.
Offenses like these are not just
acts of vandalism, they are crimes,
according to Ronald Aaron. associ-
ate dean of students. "There is a
potential for internal judicial action
against the student, "as well as from
the outside. A dual jurisdiction ex-
ists. "
False alarms are serious. Since
police and fire departments re-
spond automatically to an alarm,
they may be unable to give proper
attention to an actual emergency
elsewhere, according to Carr.
(Continued from Front Page)
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tions on every floor, one by each
stairwell," said Carr.' This false
alarm was sounded from one of the
pull boxes near the Marketing
Department.
One of the concerns amongst of-
ficials is that false alarms create a
precedent for the sirens to be ig-
nored. If people interpret the warn-
ing bells as consistently wrong, the
potential for serious injuries and
difficulties during an actual
emergency becomes greater. "This
semester," Carr said, "it's prob-
ably the second or third time" that
a false alarm was sounded.
HIt's not child's play," Carr
said, Hit's irresponsible behavior,
especially for someone of college
caliber, the leaders of tomorrow."
Carr. who has been fire safety
Write for
The Ticker
Room 307
there's nc pattern" except that
"they seem to be occurring in the
afternoon and late afternoon."
Baruch students and staff
members should be aware of the
description of this man, said
Iannaco. "The main thing," he
said, "is if they see anyone
suspicious who fits this description,
alert us immediately." The number
to call is 725-3010 or 725-3011.
In addition, Sgt. Williams stress-
ed the careless attitude of some
students towards security precau-
tions. He cited the example of
female students who eat lunch
alone in the back stairwell of
46 E. 26th S1. If students are go-
ing to do this, they should at
least have someone accompanying
them, said Williams.
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description each time, said Ian-
naco. The most recent incident
happened on Sept. 4, when Secu-
rity Sergeant Tony Williams no-
ticed a man "half nude from the
waist down" in the tenth floor
stairwell, also in 46 E. 26th St.
around 1:50 p.m.
Williams described the man as
dark-skinned. 6'2", 185 pounds.
wearing a red t-shirt and sneakers,
and carryng blue shorts in his hand.
"I chased him up to the fourteenth
floor and lost him there," said
Williams, "I assume that the guy
knows the building very well."
"Security is conducting an in-
depth investigation to try and iden-
tify the suspect, " said Iannaco, and
is increasing vertical patrols be-
tween the floors of Baruch College.
These incidents are "very sporadic;
William Daly
..
Professors Are
People Too
To the Editor,
To my great amusement I saw
your cartoon (page 3) in the last
Issue of The Ticker (OCI. 15) Ob-
\ iouxly. it pertains to the Baruch
st udent population.
About three year" ago, a" a ser-
\- ICC to the Baruch community. I
volunteered to writ e a regular c )1-
urnn on the law (Legal-Ease) in
your publication. Your Editor-in
Chief and /or Managing. Editor, at
that time refused my offer stating
that The Ticker was for "students
only. "
It would appear that The
Reporter took a different view inas-
much as I have been writing a
regular column for them since that
time. I am delighted to inform you
that since my column first appeared
in The Reporter several of our
Baruch College family have con-
sulted me (and I believe have been
helped) about the subject matter of
my columns.
Prof Warren H. Hyman
Deputy Chairman, Department
of Law
~
Kudos To
Legal Service
To the Editor:
My wife and I, as tenants, had a
problem with our landlord. Our
landlord wouldn't provide us with
the basic services for our apart-
ment, whereupon we insisted that
he do so. Of course, a "meeting of
the minds" didn't exist and he told
us if we didn't like it, "to take him
to court" and that's exactly what
we did. But, we wouldn't have been
able to do it as effectively and as
confidently as we did without the
help of Baruch's legal service.
Through the legal service, an at-
torney, Mr. Lester, guided my wi fe
and I through the procedures of be-
ing prepared for a court hearing.
Mr. Lester answered our questions,
relieved our anxieties, and
represented us in landlord/tenant
court the day of the hearing. Mr.
Lester's legal expertise and his
guidance of our efforts in preparing
for the hearing accounted for the
basic services being provided by the
landlord.
The legal service is free and
thank God it is, otherwise my wife
and I couldn't have afforded legal
counsel and we may have went
astray in w hat to do without the
legal assistance of Mr. Lester. I ap-
plaud the student government,
headed by Danville Walker, for
submitting for approval of this
legal service. Also, the school ad-
ministration for approving and
allocating the money in the school
budget for it.
The legal sen ices program
works; I highly recommend to any
student having such a problem or
other legal difficulties to avail
themselves of this help. I thank
everyone associated with this
wonderful program and hope for
its continued existence in helping
all Baruch students.
Unfortunately. realpolitik makes
careful opponents of apartheid
sound, to some, much like Torres.
This diatribe allows an instructive
explanation.
Edmund Unneland
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To the Editor:
To the leftist opponents of apar-
theid, and the naive opponents, the
positions of Torre's column and
myself will seem identical.
However, some dist i nguishing
features should be noted.
To fight against apartheid is a
moral imperative. As it violates the
imago dei aspect of the human per-
son, one cannot support any other
goal but the peaceful end to that
and all other systems of racial
separatism. There are legitimate
differences in the means used to
that end.
Some opponents of apartheid
deplore the possibility of the
totalitarian left, represented by the
African National Congress (ANC)
and the Communist Party of South
Africa. taking power in South
Africa. Such opponents note the
refusal of Amnesty International to
'press the Borha government for the
release of Nelson Mandela, since
Mandela refuses to renounce the
use of violence in ending apartheid.
Opponents d. apaa.hcid with
these concerns see hope in the for-
mation of a democratic opposition
to the South African right called
the Converuisrn Alliance, and note
that the ANC shows nothing but
host ilit y towards it. These are the
most consistent and steady op-
ponents of apartheid since they
take care that one form of ..,Ia\ crv is
not subst itued for another.
Torre's diatribe is not to be con-
fused with the views of the Reagan
administration and others who take
care to foster a democratic alter-
native to apartheid. Torres seem"
to say that Black Afr ican-, qua
Black Africans are organically in-
capable of free government. This I..,
an assert Ion to he vigorously re-
jected
The African political tragedy is
l a r g e ly t he result of alien
ideological Influences. Often,
power wa... transferred from col-
onial administrator, to blacks tr am-
cd In European universities ~ hich
Inculcated socialistic and cent raliz-
ing tendencies among the new
power elites in Africa. Also to
blame are the Kafkaesque boun-
daries of the former colonies,
which were drawn with nearly no
reference t o African socio-
economic realities. Instead of being
allowed to develop institutions in a
more natural manner, like the man-
ner in which Britain evolved from
a medieval political structure into
one capable of 20th century govern-
ment, black Africans had merely
theoretical ideas of governance im-
posed on them. (The writings of
Edmund Burke provide a furt her
developrneru of the need for
political institutions to be rovtcd in
t he historical realit y of a pcoplc.)
toys. Mr. Torres, please think
before you write. The brothers and
sisters in South Africa are tired of
begging for their freedom and they
have resorted to sticks and stones,
but they shall win because time and
numbers are on their side. They
have no where to go but up. Let the
racists beware; you can't stop an
idea whose time has come.
Terry Morris
The Ticker
To The Editor:
In your last issue Mr. Santos
Torres proceeded to denounce
black Africa and to portray South
Africa with such ecstatic fervor that
it reminded me of one of
Shakespeare's quotations: "A tale
told by an idiot full of sound and
fury signifying nothing." Mr. Tor-
res clearly knows little about Africa
and less about South Africa. He
describes South Africa as the only
decent nation on the continent. The
question Mr. Torres should answer
is "For whom is it decent?" Cer-
tainly not for the 24 million blacks
who are the dispossessed, the
despised and the disenfranchised.
They cannot· vote, they are
relegated to 13% of the most bar-
ren unproductive land while I the 3
million whites control rights to
87 070 of the land. There, on the
southern tip of Africa, in the
wealthiest nation in Africa, a land
sparkling in diamonds, glittering in
gold and rich in minerals, blacks
die from disease and malnutrition
while whites enjoy lavish lifestyles.
Mr. Torres, it is better to be con-
sidered ignorant than to take up
your pen and remove all doubt.
Your written statements were essen-
tially racist and because you insist
on defending an evil system, let me
now introduce you to the signs that
indicate the demise of this system.
When you see the devaluation of
the South African currency, the
closure of the stock market and the
white entrepreneurs in South Africa
defying Botha and going to Zambia
to meet with the African National
Congress (A.N.C.), it means that
the writing is on the wall. When
you see the South African tyrants
doing their utmost to curb the flow
of capital leaving the country and
you see the mass exodus of whites
to places like Australia, it means
that Apartheid is over.
Mr. Torre-. lacking any moral
ground to stand on In his defense of
Apartheid, then attacked black
African governments. Mr. Torres,
for all of the sins that black Africa
has committed, only one govern-
ment in Africa has colonized,
cheated, oppressed, exploited and
destroyed people since 1652 and
that is the one in South Africa.
These Nazis in Pretoria are the
most pernicious race of odious ver-
min that nature has ever suffered to
crawl upon the face of the earth.
And finally, Mr. Torres, you
became a victim of your own pro-
paganda when you stated that the
whites in South Africa are prepared
to use nuclear weapons if
necessary. How can the whites use
nuclear weapons without bringing
harm upon thernselv eo;? This is not
possible; nuclear weapons are not
).'~~"'>- •
-. ,..
bon dioxide (C02 ) in the global at-
mosphere and the subsequent "war-
ming of the earth." The effects of
this trend, say the experts, are most
noticeable around the Equator.
Though the drought in Africa is
influenced by man's global quest
for industrialization and economic
development and in no way ab-
solves the Ethiopian government
from "interfering" with relief ef-
forts and not taking steps earlier to
minimize the severity of the
drought, the Ethiopian govern:
ment, indeed black African
governments are in no way the
"main" culprits for what Mr. Tor-
res calls the "man-made drought."
Eustace Francis
majority government in existence
or contemplating existence forfeit
their systems as Russia is a dismal
cesspool? No. We love our country
and its system. We cannot disman-
tle it over a notion that some whites
can't rule. In South Africa, you
cannot inhibit those wanting to rule
for the same reason.
Russians are not Americans, Mr.
Torres. Ethiopians are not South
Africans. In (he American Pledge
of Allegiance we read: ". . . for
liberty and justice for all." No
country specified, no country omit-
ted. Liberty, the freedom from op-
pression, is the beauty and the
birthright of America. Perhaps, in
South Africa, we can do it again:
Sincerely,
Keith Viverette
To the Editor:
As a frequent contributor to The
Ticker, I have nothing short of
praise for rhe high standard of
editorship and journalism for
which The Ticker is well known.
This is why I am at a lost as to how
"Supporting The Status .Q~ In
South Africa," by Santos M. Tor-
res, could have made the opinion
page. Not only is this article a gross
over-simplification of the issue of
South African Apartheid, and is
analytically malnourished, but it is
an insul t to Baruch's intellectual
community.
No one denies that the African
continent has, like Latin America
and Eurasia in earlier periods, had
its share of brutal dictators and
butchery. It is a sad and detestable
reality. But where does Mr. Torres
get away In holding the overwhelm-
ing majority of African people
responsible for the deeds of dic-
tators'? Josef Stalin, a man of
"near-Hltlerian cruelty," was
responsible for the deaths of over
10 million SO\ iets during the Great
Purge (1935-1938). The bloody
records of Argentina and Chile
under the Argentine Militarv and
[he Augusto Pinochet regime,
respectiv ely, rival those of all black
Africa. Are these proofs that the
Soviet, Argentine and Chilean peo-
ple are •'incapable of ruling them-
selves" and therefore have "no
moral right to demand access to the
political system?"
Furthermore, Mr. Torres'
tendency to evaluate the South
African situation within the context
of all black Africa deprives the
South African situation of any
distinction, any uniqueness. and
subsequently any hope of resolu-
non in a manner different from the
rest of black Africa. It I~ also tragic
that Mr. Torres finds It an ad-
mirable trait to deny people
freedom and dignity - for "unlike
the people of Rhodesia," South
African whites have the guts to do
that.
Mr. Torres' reference to the
"man-made drought" in Ethiopia
does not only point to his lack of
information but the very thought of
a "man-made drought," par-
ticularly of the magnitude of the
one plaguing Ethiopia, the Sudan,
Mali and other African states, is
high comedy - for it makes me
want to order one "man-made
drought" to go! According to some
expert", like Dr. Carl Sagan, the
frequency of droughts and arid
spells and the spreading of the
Sahara can be directly attributed to
the increased concentration of car-
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To The Editor:
Santos Torres' article, "Suppor-
ting the Status Quo in South
Africa," is terribly biased in its
views and undeserving of publica-
tion. Its nature is blatantly racist,
an utter and complete insult to all
non-white persons,
South Africa is not limited to the
torment of black people for theirs
is a 3-tier system of I acial classifica-
tion. Each tier greater than #1 en-
dures a harsher existence than the
preceding one. In this system called
Apartheid, whites are stationed on
the first tier. Their placement upon
it is determined solely by their race
and the freedoms given them the
greatest of all. It is within their
power to vote, run for political of-
fice, hold jobs of high prestige and
earnings and other rights not given
other races.
Those other races include Asians,
Hispanics, Indians and, yes,
blacks. With the exception of
blacks, the remaining "other
races" are categorized as belonging
to the second tier. Second tier races
have extremely limited voting
power, no true say in government
(they have a powerless lower house
of South African Parliament), are
forced to live in outlying areas
without any shred of human dignity
and are barred from holding any
truly meaningful employment.
Finally, the blacks of South
Africa are the sole occupants of the
third tier. No voting rights are
given them, nor an illegitimate
political body. They are strict non-
entities, able to come and go only
with an internal passport and sub-
ject to imprisonment without trial.
The blacks, once the owners of the
land, are now f-orced to five on
primitive "Homelands" which are
infinitely more barren than the land
allotted [Q any other race. The
distance of these arid areas from
areas of employment is sometimes a
distance so great, workers, normal-
ly men, are forced [Q leav e their
families for months at a time to
work for meager wages.
So Mr. Torres, "last dependable
outpost of human decency on the
continent" falls fiat on Its "moral"
face upon analysis. If Mr. Torres IS
a non-white person, he should
realize that should he be so unfor-
tunate as to live in South Africa, he
would be placed upon the second
tier at the most. If he is particularly
dark-skinned. he may be condemn-
ed to the third tier. This is not
morality, this is not decency.
No one person has the right to
limit the aspirations of a people. It
is callous to say that blacks in
South Africa have no right to rule
themselves as every other black na-
tion in Africa is, according to your
article, indecent. Stud) American
history before you dare sa~ such a
thing. Before America, democracy
as a concept and as a form of
government was a dismal failure.
Our government is the oldest
democratic system in the world.
Although a proven failure, the
founding fathers remained with it,
changing its parameters somewhat
in the process, but leaving the fun-
damental theories intact. They had
a right to try although every
previous attempt failed. Perhaps
they should have followed Mr. Tor-
res' beliefs and surrendered the
hope of a great nation as all prior
attempts ended in chaotic,
despotic, bloody anarchies.
Russia. Perhaps the most evil
country in the world, its people
have, to use your words: •'proved
themselves incapable of ruling
rhemselves." Should every white
Students Criticize South Africa Cohrmn
--------
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Alcohol
(Continued from Front Page)
on the students." He explained that
responsibility and trust will be plac-
ed upon them. It will be "up to
students to monitor distribution of
alcohol." Georgia hopes that they
will not serve anyone underage or
drink excessively. The same sen-
timents were expressed by Jocelyn
Murphy, a member of the Evening
Session Student Assembly
(E.S.S.A.). "I hope that people
will be responsible enough - those
older and. younger - to know when
to stop."
Walker was pleased with the
group's teamwork. "Everyone was
so cooperative and ideas flowed,"
said Walker. Georgia, who was en-
couraged by the sense of respon-
sibility of student leaders said, "I'd
like to emphasize I enjoyed the
cooperative goal-oriented at-
mosphere. "
The committee is composed of
five students (two each from the
OSSG and the ESSA, and one from
the Graduate Student Assembly
(GSA», three members of the fac-
ulty and the dean of students or his
designee.
Walker and Michael Robinson,
chairman of the Student Council
are the DSSG representatives. The
GSA is represented by Abu-Mazin
Ghazala, its president.
The ESSA is represented by
Terry Morris, the president of the
ESSA and Jocelyn Murphy.
Norman Storer, professor of
sociology, Stanley Buder, om-
budsman and professor of history
and Leona Beane, professor of law
are the faculty representatives.
.and NowK:·
-----
Journalism
Internships in
Massachusetts
Philip Morris
Lecture Series
Teenage, the Massachusetts-
based national magazine for
college-bound young women, has
openings for student journalists to
work as full-time editorial interns.
To be eligible, students are re-
quired to be 21 or younger, in-
dependent, creative, and have ex-
ceptional grammatical skills. Ex-
perience is not required, but
preference is given to those who
have worked for a publication.
The pay is $150 per week and
housing is not provided. Intern-
ships are available for both the
winter and summer. The former is .
from January to June and the latter
from July to December. .
Interested students can call
Christine K. MacLean, the Intern-
ship Coordinator at (617) 458-6416,
or apply by sending a cover let ter ,
resume, references, and writing
samples to: Internship Coor-
dinator, TEENAGE, P.O. Box
948, Lowell, MA 01853.
Michele Morris, business editor
cf Working Woman magazine. will
open the Philip Morris Business
Journalism Lecture Series this fall
with a talk on "Breaking into
Business Journalism" Thursday,
Oct. 31 at 1 p.m. in the Third Floor
Lounge of the 22nd Street Building.
18 Nov. 5:30
21 Nov. 12:45
4 Dec. 5:30
5 Dec. 12:45
9 Dec. 5:30
12 Dec. 12:45
19 Dec. 12:45
Seven years ago tllis semester Carl Aylman and Debra Rick, director and assis-
tant director of student activities, respectively, assumed their positions at Baruch
College.
Mr. Aylman was the only
member of the Frisz staff who re-
mained after her, as Peter Wronsky
is now working for Campus
Planning here, while Harold
Lifschutz also left in June and his
position has not been continued.
The Ticker
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Placement
Office's Grand
Opening.
The Career Placement Office of
the School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences has opened to provide
Liberal Arts and Education majors
with career assistance.
The office will be offering
seminars on resume writing and in-
terviewing beginning Nov. 18,
which are specifically designed for
Liberal Arts and Education majors.
Job postings and resource
materials on specific careers and
companies will also be available at
the placement office in Room 510,
155 E. 24th St., from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day.
Students are encouraged to stop
by to take advantage of the services
offered. Evening students should
call 725-3012 to make an appoint-
ment.
The following is a schedule of the
seminars offered by the placement
office:
Job Search Process Mon.
Job Search Process Thur.
Resume Writing Wed.
Resume Writing Thur.
Interviewing Mon.
Interviewing Thur.
Opportunities for Thur.
Teaching
New York Board
of Education
by Diane Salvatore
This is not Ms. Bick's first
contact with Baruch College, how-
ever. ••I had applied for this posi-
tion in December of '77 and Carl
got the job," she said. Many
months and many job searches
later, the position opened up again
when Carl Aylman was promoted.
Ms. Debra Bick is Baruch Col-
lege's new Assistant director of
Student Activities... Ms. Bid IS
assuming the former position of
Mr. Carl Aylman, who is now
Acting Director.
Student Activities
Directors interviewed
Mr. Carl Aylman is the new
Acting Director of Student Activi-
ties and Student Center at Baruch
College this fall. Mr. Aylman is
replacing Ruth Friesz who left in
June to work for Queens College,
where she was offered what she
considered to be a better position.
30, 1985 to be considered. For com-
plete information and application
directions, write your name and ad-
dress on a postcard and mail it to:
Federal Aviation Administration,
AAc-80/ED-819,
P.O. Box 26650, Oklahoma City,
OK 73126
(The FAA is an equal opportunity
employer.)
Beta Gamma
Sigma
Elections
Elections will be held this
semester for membership in the
Baruch College chapter of Beta
Gamma Sigma, the National
Business Honor Society.
Upper juniors, lower and upper
seniors, and graduate students are
eligible for membership. Ap-
plicants must be majoring in
Business or Public Administration.
Both day and evening students are
eligible.
Students interested in competing
should contact Ronald Aaron,
associate dean of students and
secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma, at
360 Park Ave. So., Room 1702.
The number is 725-3347.
Beta Gamma Sigma will elect its
new members in December and will
formally induct them into the
organization in May 1986.
•••Then
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Air Traffic
Controllers
Wanted
Carl. Aylman
Debra Bick
The Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) plans to hire
approximately 2,000 Air. Traffic
Control Specialists, for duty across
the country.
The positions do not require
aviation experience and selected ap-
plicants will be trained at govern-
ment expense.
The positions are tower
specialists, enroute center con-
trollers and flight service station
controllers. Selected applicants will
be members of the U.S. Civil Ser-
vice and will be eligible for medical
care, federally-funded retirement
and up to 30 days of paid vacation
per year.
Entry level applicants will earn
$17,824 to start and opportunities
for employment exist in all 50
states.
Applicants must have three years
of work experience or four years of
college, or a combination of work
and education. Seniors may apply
up to nine months prior to gradua-
tion but must complete school prior
to acceptance. Applicants must also
successfully complete a written ap-
titude test. .
Requests for information must
be postmarked on or before Nov.
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23rd Street Cafeteria
his heart in his hobby."
Also in the '40's, the students would
relax in the Student Lounge with a cup of
tea. So, what goes around comes around.
The mini-skirts, hairdos, and Coca Cola
cans of 1969 are forever history, as are the
eventful beer blasts at Baruch. Perhaps
we'll start drinking tea again.
...... ""01' opera.or.
The demonstrations are over. The
shouting is gone. But were they right in '71
when the Baruch senior class displayed
photos of a sit-in and gave it the logo: "The
first time Baruchians got up off their asses
to get down on their asses." Then the stu-
dent body sent a message. Today it appears
that the attendants of the college have
chosen to remain on their asses, and adopt
an attitude of "Que sera sera."
Will this article change anything?
Whatever will be shall be!!
---~-~---=:. -------------.----. _._._--.....,I--~--.:----
blonde punk haircut and earring, and
donned a three-piece suit, picked up a brief-
case, and attacked the job market in a
'clean cut' fashion. Mike has since
graduated, leaving his mark - which like
so many others - has faded.
Tony, .the legendary elevator operator of
the 23rd Street building has also faded.
While the school periodically announces
plans to replace the manual cars with auto-
matic elevators, supposedly giving students
more rapid transportation, the institution is
undoubtedly getting the shaft.
Lighted buttons and piped-in music
could never replace the jovial Tony, long
since retired. He made weary students
smile. As they drudged in from the chilly
street to attend their eight o'clock classes,
Tony would greet them with a warm "good
morning." As he rose through the floors of
academia, he would proclaim to his
passengers, "You kids are like my own to
me," and as he stopped on the requested
floor he would add, "That's 'cause I'm
always bringing .you up." Corny??? But
that was Tony.
He would take you all the way to fifteen,
a barren floor with tremendous resources.
The Curricular Guidance Office for the
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences was
there until just a couple of years ago.
Reminder of the past: Beer at Baruch.
In Room 1521, the Photography Club
would hold meetings, discuss practical uses
of photographic theory, and solve any
problems that might develop in the
darkroom. Through the years, the club's
contributions to the Baruch yearbook and
newspapers were numerous. Unfortunately,
the benefits of the Photography Club may
be flushed down the tubes. The latest word
was that the converted ladies' room turned
darkroom is to be wiped out during the
building's renovations.
It's no surprise that there is no one in the
Office of Student Activities who can recall
the date that the darkroom was conceived.
In 1965 it was stated, "The Camera Club is
an educational, productive, and fun-
."The whole idea of
open enrollment and
tuition fees was
mindboigling. "
seeking club." The requirements for join-
ing the club haven't changed since the
description in 1940 that read, "A student
must own a camera.' '- Then, as still now. it
was said, "Despite the difference of equip-
'rnent, each member of the club really has
0#
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men; when the Cambodia situation, which
the current generation can vaguely attribute
to 'having something to do with Vietnam'
. '
was raging; and when the whole idea of
open enrollment and tuition fees was mind-
boggling.
Fifteen years ago, there were turbulent
times in which everybody in the Me
generation wanted his remarks to be heard,
and his individuality expressed. They ex-
pressed their opinions by making bold
public statements, wearing long hair and
faded jeans, and becoming beatniks and
hippies. Society labeled them weird, loud,
and outrageous, but they did get their
points across. . '
In 1980, the yearbook, Lexicon, caption-
ed a page "Growing Up On 5. It It reflected
the frolic of the social highpoint in rna: 'y a
Baruch student's life: the cafeteria. Back
then, no student was kept from the canteen
corners where friendships were formed,
classes discussed, and, of course, nutri-
tional meals consumed.
There wasn't anyone who didn't know
the ever-popular Mike Jones, the cafeteria
kingpin who promoted punk rock and par-
ties. He wore army-fatigue pants, a bright
pink shirt, and a studded belt. He astound-
ed the cafeteria crowds when -he shed his
October 29, 1985
Apathy, disconcertedness, impossibility,
acceptance. Certainly things have changed.
During the many eras of Baruch history the
student voice was heard through protests'
and demonstrations that ranged in spec-
trum from the loss of life during wars (as
far back as WW I) to stopping tuition
hikes.
In the '70's, the corner of Lexington
Avenue and 23rd Street bore signs that
read, "Kent State, Cambodia, CUNY."
Most have forgotten the time when four
student demonstrators at the Ohio universi-
ty were gunned down by National Guards-
Looking Back: Spirit of Activism at Baruch
Moxie: A trait that extends liveliness; a
sort of daring; an excitement in being; a
style with gumption. And so the question
must be asked, uHas Baruch lost its
Moxie?"
TIle~ eo.. visited ......·1 sidewalk dally.
3
Spring 1982 Street Fair.
"Society labeled them weird,· loud
and outrageous, but they did get their
points across."
By Ira Kom
One of the headlines in this semester's
first issue of The Ticker read: "Baruch
Bans Alcohol At Student Functions." And
so the student body placidly accepted the
mandate of the administrative body at
Baruch.
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bathrooms. It makes no mention of
where they were to go or by when
they had to leave. The question of
how they were to move was not ad-
dressed, according to club
members.
The lack of information and the
absence of student input was very
upsetting to club members.
Sookhai told his club that unless
tlley received better treatment they
would not move. If the school had
tried to push the club into smaller
quarters with less amenities, accor-
ding to the club, they would pro-
test. The club would not rule out
the possibility of a sit-in or chaining
themselves to. the door of the
darkroom. Sookhai said that the
rights of students are a high priority
for him.
By Philip Lynch
said that the colJege is phasing out
rental space, and there wilJ be con-
siderable use and a definite need for
the toilet facilities.
The renovation of the bathrooms
is part of the master plan of the col-
lege. On Aug. 27, 1985, Aaron was
notified by the Department of
Campus Planning and Facilities of
the plans for restoring the
darkroom to its previous condition.
The dean promptly sent a "direc-
tive" to the Department to find a
suitable replacement for the Photo
Club. He also attempted to notify
the Photo Club, but due to the
school mail system the club didn't
receive notice until Sept. 12.
The notice told the club they
were being ousted to make wav for
IBM
NCR
MCI
- . -~.- --- , .
FBI
EDS
Photo Club Loses, Then
Gains DarkrooIn
The Ticker
The Photography Club is being
forced out of its darkroom in 17
Lexington Ave. because of renova-
tions, but will be compensated with
a space in another building.
The present darkroom, which is
located in Room 1522,was formerly
a bathroom and, according to
Marilyn Mikulsky, director of
Campus Planning and Facilities,
will be converted back to its
original purpose.
According to Ronald Aaron,
associate dean of students, the new
darkroom will be located on the
first floor of 155 E. 24th St.
Khernraj Sookhai, the president
of the Photo Club, questions the
need for a bathroom on a floor
with almost no traffic. MikuJsky
5
What do these five have in common- besides
having three letters?
If you missed the fall on-campus
recruiting program get ready for the spring.
Resume collection for spring will be
January 6 January 10, ·1986.
They are companies joining 80 others
recruiting at the School of Business and Public
Administration during November
and December.
Make sure that the following three letters are
part of the program: yOU.
Contact Career Planning and Placement, School
of Business and Public Administration for
details. 212n25-3062.
Chinese student. Although, at her
level, writing is important she says
she feels that the beginning classes
will suffer. Bee Chen, a classmate,
said, "When we started the first
and second courses, Professor Mok
would take us next door (to
the Lab) and she would correct
each and everyone of us." -
But according to Sirgado the lack
of the lab will be compensated by
the new equipment that will use
video as well as audio, through the
latest software. In the meantime,
"It's just a process of drilling, you
can do a lot on your own, It she
said. Still, Arvella Tucker who
has worked in the lab for five years,
has noticed, "We used to work
with students, now they just pick
up their tapes."
By Joe Spasiano
Language Lab
Still Not Ready
NEWS
PageS
More than 10 weeks after the
scheduled opening date of the new
Language Lab in 111 E. 18th St.,
the facilities are still not fully
operational, according to the
Department of Romance Lan-
guages.
According to Dr. Isabel Sirgado,
the chairperson of the Department
of Romance Languages, the new
computerized system, consisting of
35 stations, was received in May
but was not installed because of a
delayed furniture delivery, which
was received Wednesday, Oct. 9,
The old lab, in 17 Lexington
Avenue, was turned over to the
Speech Department in August.
Students have had access to
language lessons through cassette
recordings that could be listened to
at home.
"We were told that by Aug. 15
we would have a Language Lab,"
said Sirgado. She explained that
al though the Speech Departmen t
offered access to the old lab, it was
thought unnecessary for such a
short time. "Every week we've
been told. 'next Monday . . . next
Tuesday . . . next Wednesday,' "
she said.
"I think it's worth the wait.
We're going to have a state-of-the-
art lab," said Marshall J.
Schneider, an associate professor in
the department of Romance
Languages. Schneider said he had
not seen much of a difference in the
performance of students this
semester. He does believe,
however, that the Jab heJps sharpen
pronunciation. "The teachers have
complained because the pronuncia-·
tion isn't as good," said Luis Diaz,
a student aide at the Jab. Diaz add-
ed that some languages, such as
Spanish, are often heard on the
streets and on the radio, whereas a
language such as Chinese is not,
putting the students at a disadvan-
tage. "For those students, the lack
of the language lab is a problem"
said Diaz.
"You cannot expect that in half
an hour in the Language Lab, that
all of a sudden, you are going to be
the purest language student," said
Sirgado. She feels that the majority
of students would not suffer, and
that most teachers were compen-
sating in the classroom or with the
taped home assignments. "Instead
of listening to Bruce Springsteen,
once in a while, listen to Spanish,
or German, or whatever and that is
how you can really work it out,"
she said.
"It's not as good, though," says
Peony Fong, a third-semestc::r-
.;..::~••y .. ;:--:.:•.•.....•...:..•...;:.:•.•.•, :.;.,.........•. ;:;.•.•:.'.:....•.. ;•... :...... -:.'. - ~.,•.....•; .
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decoration of necessary construction,"
Banham said. He added that nowadays
scholars don't agree with this because they
feel "decorative art can't really exist
anymore."
Reyner Banham discussed a French ar-
chitect, LeCorbusier, who was the voice
and conscience of modern architecture.
LeCorbusier was "impressed by the
regularity of modern life. H Hanham
pointed out LeCorbllsier's Savoye' .House
on one of the slides and how it rejects tradi-
tional design. Located in Poissy, France,
Savoye House shows LeCorbusier's use of
glass and stucco over reinforced concrete. It
stands on stilts and blends interior and ex-
terior space.
After the statement "a house is a dwell-
ing machine" was coined by LeCorbusier, a
more restricted meaning of the term func-
tionalism was accepted. A functional
building was then considered to be one with
a high degree of performance. Advanced
technology and business imperatives were
the first guidelines of functional architec-
ture. LeCorbusier imitated forms and
shapes of objects and related this to the
design of his buildings, according to
Banham.
Banham noted that the materials we use
today to construct a building and the effect
the building has on the general public may
have changed over the years, but "the idea
of being an architect and having detail has
not changed." He stressed that the business
of being an architect and being good at the
details persists today. "We are still talking
about how the building is being put
together, H Banham summed up.
Questions from the audience were
welcomed and answered to the best of
Reyner Banham's ability. This morning's
speaker offered a delightful break from the
usual business at Baruch to all who attend-
ed.
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zilch," he said.
"Architecture has a mortal dimension,"
Banham said, a dimension which other arts
don't have. "A useful performance of some
sort" is expected from a building, he said.
The architecture of a building "is a slow
and ponderous process." He explained that
the project must be financed, zoning must
be approved, and then the building has to
be constructed. "You can't mess around
too much," he joked.
"Sullivan was an old fashioned architect
who believed that architecture was the
The Ticker
. .....,", ': ;....... .. ... . .' :~:"
.,."....~,,:....~ ~.. . ... " . ,.". '.. ':~ .....
As the images of each slide flashed upon
the wall, Reyner Banham described the
shapes and structures of each building
shown. Most of the slides were of various
buildings built in the 1950's in Europe and
the United States. He said that an upright
format with a flat top is the same for all
buildings.
"Sullivan is like a religion. You do not
criticize," Banham said. "But frankly I just
don't see it." He was making reference to
the way Sullivan was manipulating space in
his buildings. "Spacial interest is just about
..
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Scholar Questions Functionalism in Architecture
By Karen Sharkey
A most fascinating and informative lec-
ture and slide show entitled "Func-
tionalism: Fact and Fiction" was given by
Reyner Banham on October 10 as part of
the Jane Globus Seminar Series.
The lecture took place during the Feit
Seminar class time. The classroom on the
10th floor of the 26th St. building was only
half filled with professors, students and ad-
ministrators. An introduction was given by
Virginia Smith, associate professor of art.
"Reyner Banham is a scholar on the
theory of modernism," Smith said. His
book, which is most pertinent to func-
tionalism, is called Theory and Design in
the First Machine Age. From the moment
Banham began to speak until the end of his
lecture, he held the audience's attention
through his wit and brilliant presentation of
the subject matter.
Banham began by saying, "Func-
tionalism was the key word in all discus-
sions of modern architecture until
recently." Functionalism is a trend in ar-
Q
chitectural design that opposes traditional
and historical patterns and advocates that
the structure express the purpose of the
building.
He went on to explain that the term func-
tionalism comes from a phrase of the
American architect Louis Sullivan: "Form
follows function." Sullivan was one of the
leaders in early modern design. Banham
argued the validity of that statement and
questioned, "Is it true that form follows
function?" He emphasized that if form
follows function it cannot mean that all
buildings look exactly alike. Functionalism,
he said, meant that buildings were meant to
look functional.
October 29, 1985
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Beware all for tonight is fright night
The night stalkers wailing cry
The hapless victims drying sigh
The evil demons uncaring lie
Shut your windows and lock your doors
For tonight is fright night
Aliens that steal your souls
Ghouls that lurk in holes
The human beings many foes
Try to hide
Try to run
Your gain will be none
For no one escapes fright night
-Eric Kun
/ FRIGHT
Creatures that howl in the night
Things that lurk out of sight
/ Beings that shun the light
------
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\
I
Illustrations by Ed Martinez
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FAIRY TALE DREAMS
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Thoughts of another night
A never forgotten time; so long ago
as a fair tressed child
she sat before her mother's mirror.
Imitating a fantasy
dressing much the same.
Sitting before the clutteredmirror
the golden tressed child
carefully .applied her rosy colors
her creamy lipstick and
staining rouge
just like her mother.
Placing a paper crown
glittery and fragile
upon her tender head.
Carefully arranging gems to adorn
her satin gown.
Mommy's little princess.
Smiling from the doorway
a golden haired woman
watches her little girl
Preparing for her first big night
Her first Halloween night.
Now as a mother
she can only hope
Her child's tricks will be none.
And, her t.reats,
just as sweet.
A s the ones she received.
-Marie A. Peluso
A similar little lady
perhaps not so golden .
sits before the same cluttered mirror.
"A princess tonight,
is what I'll be."
She mused to herself.
"A princess tonight,
is what I'll be." .
She mused to herself.
Thoughts of candied appl es and
sugared treats, lollipops and silver
filled her dreamy mind.
/
I
/
/
-Teddi Scrofani
-,
In darkness deep and silence sweet
You move me
Storm you come to me
Don't ever leave me
With the moon on your shoulder
And lightning in your hand .
You ride the depths of darkness
in total command
STORM
Storm you come to me
And sweep me up
in a blaze of sound and fury
\
---~---~-~-- ~ ~~-- --~ ~---------~
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BLACK CAT/ 1 Black cat black cat /~, . \Lookinc for a witch/ Black c;t, black cat
The nigh [ is black as pitch \/ \.
You can see because your eyes are green
Black car, black cat \
/ This is Halloween, BOO!
\I\ contributed by Laurie Nocerito
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HALLOWEEN NIGHT
from.buildingtobuilding .
Little girls dressed like the
Horrid little goblins scampering
Tonight is the night they come
the devils they are
all in possession of one thought:
the adults will succumb to a
barrage of knocks, asks, pleads,
demands, and threats
Most will survive
will take anything
An apple, a candy bar, a penny
a nickel, dime, or quarter
All night they will plunder
witches they adore
Little boys masquerading like
for they know the nights
onslaught
of goblins, witches, demons and werewolves
will soon begin
All night long
.-:...Eric Kun
Trick or Treat
Adults wait with apprehension
Some will not
They will fork over money or candy;
whichever is readily available
These young creatures of the night
and pillage the city
Their costumes
bright and gay
The children laugh cheerily
.They hurry from building to
building
in anticipation of the candy feast
they know to be their reward
for a hard night's work
on Halloween
\.
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MASQUERADE
Seems everyone's someone.
Each player unique. .
Laughter; stories to listen to.
Or pretend to.
Clashing glasses meet
in a toast of intrigue.
On the town after dusk
every night's Halloween.
Masquerade.
-Marie A. Peluso
Dancing shadows flicker.
The glow of teasing candles
attract the players
to this game of disguise.
Time will take possession
of heated emotions
as the night grows warm.
One face will emerge, then,
from the smokey room.
-----_....~. ----- -
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recently on CBS Newsmakers on the issue
of the stun gun torture case. He finds this
field rewarding and, he also disclosed, as a
member of the 'press' he is treated extreme-
ly well at times in comparison to all the
times he's been shaken off. Messing has
also interviewed top celebrities such as Jim-
my Carter, Mul.ammadAliand Bi~<=C!:1-~g:­
ger. Is this the life for Messing? Definitely.
The field of journalism is terrific in the
way of getting to play different roles. "I
know what it's like to be a politician."
Messing added, "You get a chance to be
every man." As for this man, what are his
plans for the tomorrows to come? Messing
could gel used to "seeing a little slice of
life," traveling for enjoyment rather than
business. He feels he might even try his
hand at free-lancing, possibly for
magazines.
Whatever Philip Messing does in his days
to come. it is apparent he will be stalking
somewhere and writing. After all, he
thrives on deadlines and still, being a
reporter of his own substance, "a lot of
cold pizza."
"You have to run in place
to stand still."
WE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYNECOLOGY & ABORTION
SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE
LICENSED FACILITY, OFFERS EXPERT CARE BY
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.
BLUE CROSS AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVERS AS
MEDICAID - VISA - MASTER CHARGE
ALL SERVICES
CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC.
10 EAST 21st STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
-
=
'PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON, SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS
/
WOMENS' HEALTH CENTER
/
.'
fend the field, pointing out some of the
rewarding aspects of this deadlined life. A
reporter, he impressed, has the potential of
literalJy changing someone's life overnight.
"It's a very special thing. It makes up for
all the times you bother people
needlessly." And even while the actual
.gath~ringQf jnforrnation and writtns,_ as
any journalist could tell y014 can be dif-
ficult, "when you get a good story it is like
making a homerun."
Messing feeJs Baruch, which he began at-
tending in 1969 and interrupted by taking a
leave of absence, contributed much to his
career. While he admits his grades were
poor when he first attended college, when
he returned to Baruch, Messing was doing
almost "A" work. He had an article or two
printed in The Ticker, and a couple of
poems but, he was "into other things." The
name Philip Messing is known to many
journalism classes at Baruch, as one of the
excelling alumni.
There is a certain amount of traveling in-
volved for Messing. Where there's a scoop,
there's Phil. Most recently Messing went to
Pittsburgh to cover the cocaine trafficking
trial involving major league baseball
players. Also, he covered [he Von Bulow
murder trial in Ireland, unmasking whether
or not Von Bulow's girlfriend would be
testifying. Messing has also been seen
The Ticker
Post. A resident of Brooklyn at the time,
Messing had been wandering around Coney
Island when he noticed a difference on the
beach. It seemed that the lifeguard stations
on the beach had been changed. A concrete
base now housed a hard plastic seat, replac-
ing a former, more comfortable type of
seating. The new station appeared uncom-
fortable to Messing, whose curiosity caused
him to wonder if this would result in more
efficient, more alert lifeguards. After all,
hasn't everyone at one point questioned the
wakefuJness of those bJonde beauties perch-
ed high atop some canvas pedestalJed chair?
Messing pitching, and selling, his theory to
the editor, was allowed the story. "You
have to be able to see something new to be a
newspaper reporter," said Messing.
The newspaper business is nor a carefree
occupation. "You have to hustle;" begins
~essing. "I worked really hard for a long
f period of time to become a good reporter."
As a result, many of his articles have come
out before competing papers'. Messing's
sentiments must be viewed with respect
because occasionally, every three months or
so, he will have his own Op-Ed column. He
admits this way of life is not easy. "It's
really hard to keep that keen edge."
While someone not in the field of jour-
nalism might feel being a reporter on a ma-
jor newspaper is glamorous, Messing ad-
mits there is a dark facet involved. "Being a
reporter is sort of a commitment," says
Messing, whose professional life and per-
sonal one have only a hairline divider. He
feels it "has to be in your blood," and that
"you have to live it, breathe it, sleep it, eat
it, drink it." Having his first taste of jour-
nalism while at Baruch by interning at a
local Brooklyn paper, he finds "you have
to run in place to stand still."
Although he feels the newspaper business
doesn't pay nearly enough for the amount
of work involved, Messing was quick .to de-
October 29, 1985
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Getd~tobusiness faster.
Withthe BA-35.
Former Baruch Student Lives By Deadlines
If there's one thing business calculations. amortizations. A powerful combmanon.
students have always needed. and balloon payments. Think business. With
this is it: an affordable. busi- The BA-35 means you the BAI3S Student Jis
ness-oriented calculator. spend less time calculating. Business Analyst. ~
The Texas Instruments and more time learning. One
BA-35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place . TEXAS
Analyst. of many. I
Its built-in business The calculator is just part NS1R.UMENTS
formulas let you perform of the package. You also get Creating useful products
complicated finance, a book that follows most and services for you.
accounting and statistical business courses: the Business
functions - the ones that Anal~s(Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time professors helped us write it.
and a stack of r~rence books, to help you get the: most out
like present anJ future value of calculator and classroom.
"Some people have a little bit of talent
and make it go a long way," said Philip
Messing, between bites of an early after-
noon breakfast. A staff reporter for the
New York Post, Messing has spent much of
the last three years out of the newsroom
and on the beat. He covers events of all
sorts from press' conferences to publicity
happenings. Messing is always on the go.
A graduate of Baruch College, Messing,
33, received a BA in English in the late
'70's. He studied journalism and education
courses and," upon graduation, found
himself a student teacher. Messing was also
recipient of his year's Scripps-Howard
Award for Journalism Excellence, a $750
cash award for the most outstanding stu-
dent at Baruch. Within six months of his
teaching career, Messing took a position as
a typist at the Post and, approximately
seven years later, has four years experience
behind him as a reporter. For three years
now he's been on general assignment, never
sitting still.
Eighteen months after Messing became a
By Marie A. Peluso
typist, he advanced to a dictationist. When
his shift was over each day, Messing, who
wanted to write, hung around the
newsroom for three or four hours. Every
day. Being there, he was able to work on ar-
ticles and, eventually, was proficient
enough to prove his ability as a writer.
It was in the summer months of 1979
that Messing received his first byline in the
, 'When you get a good
story it is like making a
homerun. "
October 29, 19~·
determines the amount of nurses and
assistants that the Blood Program must
send to the college. He said, "They don't
want to send people and not have donors."
Hence, the amount of pledges received has
a bearing on how many attendants are
available.
The next blood drive will hopefully see
greater participation than all prior drives.
Carl hopes to "get some company to pick
up the tab and mail letters to all our
students" informing them of the blood
drive. He said this was probably the best
way of informing the entire student popula-
tion of the drive. Ads placed in The Ticker
are presently the only way of informing
students. "That," Carl said, "is our big
expense. The mailing costs (for the thank
you notes) get absorbed by the college."
Because of blood's short shelf life and
the inability to produce an artificial
hematic substance, blood drives have
a life-saving importance. Carl said, "If
you need a transfusion - you need
blood. If you go into surgery - you need
blood;" He added, "Since they don't make
blood, it has to come out of peopJe's
veins." In order for medical institutions to
continue saving people's lives, "a supply
has to be there all the time."
As a Baruch student you can play a role
in saving someone's life. The procedure is
very simple. Volunteer approximately one
hour of your time on either Nov. 6 or 7,
relax, lay down on a bed, eat aJI the cookies
you want, drink all the juice you want and
give a smaJI token of yourself: a pint of
blood. The only requirements you need in
order to join the millions who have saved
others' lives is that you weigh at least 110
pounds, are in good health and are between
the ages of 17 and 66. The blood you
donate regenerates itself in less than two
months. However, no adverse reactions are
felt during these two months because the
loss of blood volume is compensated by the
increased amounts of fluids which should
be ingested. So feel good about yourself by
giving a bit of yourself.
(212) 406-0570•
Legal Service
Program
The Day Session Student
Government provides a free
legal service to all students at
Baruch College.
The program provides
assistance in housing, con-
sumer, domestic and criminal
matters as well as race and sex
discrimination cases.
The lawyer is available at Baruch in
Room 409 on:
Tuesday 12:35 - 3:30 PM
To make appointment call:
(212) 725-3377/8
In the event of an emergency, call
dent populations donate." Whether the
fault lies in the structure of the respective
colleges (many public colleges have com-
muter populations as opposed to live-in
populations) is not determinable. However,
Carl wanted to "create excitement in the
program." The only way he thought he
could attract more potential donors was
through a "couple~centives." These in-
centives came fu the way of the tee shirts
that are being donated 'by a corporation.
Carl said, "I don't know who is paying for
them," although he said Citibank was in-
strumental in obtaining them.
Cart said, "You don't necessarily have to
be accepted to donate (to receive a tee
shirt)." You must, however, appear and at-
tempt to donate. If you are rejected for
medical reasons, according to Carl, it is no
fault of yours, so the tee shirt is yours to
keep.
The AIDS (Acquired Immune Defi-
ciency Syndrome) scare was a worry for
blood banks around the nation last year.
However, Carl said, "Last year we had a
135 percent increase in- blood donations
(over the previous year)." It is apparent
that students at Baruch are aware that
AIDS cannot be transmited by giving
blood. Carl said he doesn't expect the
scare to alarm any potential donors.
However, all donors, according to a
representative from the GNYBP, will be
screened to determine whether they show
positive results in an AIDS test.
Those with positive results in the test will
be confidentially informed, so they can
receive further testing. The GNYBP says
that approximately six out of every 10,000
donations tested show positive results.
The rather low turnouts in previous
drives was due to a lack of organization,
said Carl. Before last year, Circle K, a club
at Baruch, was responsible for coordinating
and running the blood drive. Carl said that
the student activities office has "more
resources and more access to funds."
Carl said that having a realistic goal for a
blood drive is quite important. The goal
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360 Park, 5th #1.
shirt. This message IS imprinted in seven
languages.
According to Carl, "With a ten percent
dropout rate because of medical reasons,
we, in effect, need 270-280 people to
pledge." At the time of this writing, which
is rather early for pledges, Carl said close to
50 people had pledged. He added, "We
just started the campaign," and "the
pledges are coming in nice and strong."
Carl noted that Baruch, along with other
public colleges, has a relatively low per-
centage of their total student populations
donating blood. He said, "Private colleges
give better; about 14-15 percent of their stu-
Carl Aylman models tee shirt.
10-4 p.m.
5-7 p.m.
By Orest Mandzy
FREE
NECKLACE-
$50VALUE
When You Buy
A 10K or 14K Gold
ArtCarved College Ring
Now when you buy any 10or 14karat
gold ArtCarved college ring. you'll
get a beautiful piece of fashion
jewelry, FREE-an elegant block
onyx, pearl and 14Kgold bead
necklace.
See your ArtCarved representative
for details.
Oct. 29, 30
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Give A Bit of Yourself
With a "goal of 250 units" of blood this
fall.: Carl Aylman, the director of student
activities, hopes to surpass last year's record
158 units of blood donated by students.
To entice students this year, Carl, along
with the Greater New York Blood Program
(GNYBP) have devised a promotional pro-
gram which will, according to Carl, outdo
last year's effort. This year, for the first
time at Baruch, students will not only get a
pat on the back, orange juice, cookies du
jour and coffee for donating one tenth of
their sanguine fluid, they will also re-
ceive an authentic "I Give Blood" tee
-
\
\
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After a two week four of the Midwest.
LaBamba and the Hubcaps will be appear-
ing Nov. 1. 1985. at The Lone Star Cafe.
The band, with strong leadership from
LaBamba, a John Belushi lookalike with
bouncy, fingersnapping rhythm, performed
with endless energy and contagious en-
thusiasm, their own. "Secrets," "Just
Around the Corner," "One Step Away,"
"She's My Ladder," and "Freedom," a
song whose prelude borrows from The
Boss' "Glory Days," Mixed into the set
were some Motown hits, "What's Going
On," and "Move Up High," that drew a
loud response from the audience.
The second set introduced and added the
Uptown Horn Section. Under the con-
ducting skills of LaBamba, a medley of
James Bond movie theme instrumentals
were performed, after which each player
rose to give his own jazzy improvisations.
Adding to the climax of the set,
"Southside" Johnny Lyon, a close friend
of the band, made a grandioso entrance to
the frenzy of the crowd. Dressed
sophisticatedly in a black suit, soulfully
belting out renditions of the R&B classics,
"Let the Good Times RoJl," and &aGod
Bless a Child," Southside Johnny
highlighted the evening.
LaBamba and the Hubcaps have a debut
album in the works, tentatively scheduled
to be released in January of '86. It will be
interesting to see if a studio album can cap-
ture their energizing talent and give them
nationwide success. If not, the last holdouts
of a New Jersey musical pheonomeon,
LaBamba and the Hubcaps, can always
return home, to open arms.
Live: LaBamba and the Hubcaps
By Teddi Scrofani
From the southern shores of Jersey, in
oceanside bars, the "Asbury Park" sound
was born. Your typical rock scenario of
drums, bass guitar, lead guitar, and
keyboards, with one big difference; a
powerful horn section to complement the
guitar lead or to stand alone. ---- - ---
It was Bruce Springsteen and the E Street
Band's beginnings, as "Rosalita" tried to
get out of "the swamps of Jersey," and
gave way to two other proteges. Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes' "Reach up
:lII: and Touch the Sky;" opened the way toi commercial success. Currently, the last leg
~ of this musical trilogy, LaBamba and the
~ Hubcaps keep the sound alive.
~ Richie "LaBamba" Rosenberg (Yes, he
Q is the same LaBamba who gets credited in
Springsteen's Born in the U.S.A. album,
for singing background vocals on "Cover
Me" and "No Surrender") and his Hub-
caps: Gene Boccia-bass guitar, Joe
Vadala-lead guitar, Phil Florio-drums,
Mark "The Loveman" Pender-trumpet,
Bruce Caplet-sax, and Dusty Micale on
keyboards, brought their soulful "Jersey"
rock-n-roll to West 4th Street in the
Village, at the breeding ground of rock
talent - The Bottom Line, October 11,
1985, for two shows.
With a busful of hometown fans to help
fill the house. it was more of a block party
than a formal sho}Ving. It could have easily
been August 11, 1985 in Bar Anticipation,
Belmar, N.J., a Sunday, like most Sundays
in the summer of '85, in the place LaBamba
and the Hubcaps called home.
Tbe Ticker
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Thomas Dolby except on the addictive
single, "When Love Breaks Down," which
was produced by Phil Thornally. You
won't hear the tremendous synthesizer
sounds of Dolby's solo music on Two
Wheels Good, but you will hear well-
produced compositions which display the
creative and musical talents of the writer
and vocalist Paddy McAloon and his fellow
bandmates.
-Laurie Nocerito
York Times and The Wall Street Journal.
It's obvious Kurt knows the deal as his next
projects include a feature part in Leon Ken-
nedy's Cry of the City (in which Kurtis
writes, produces and performs the title
tune) and Krush Groovin' which is quite
possibly the greatest "hip hop/rap" movie
to ever hit the screen. Krush Groovin " stars
Kurtis Blow, Sheila E, The Fatboys, Oran
"juice" Jones, Full Force, The Fearless
Four, and, of course, Run-DMC. Again
Kurtis is credited with writing and produc-
ing four of the soundtrack's six cuts (prince
copped the other two). It's a wonder that
with all these things going on in Blow's life
he even found the time to cut America.
Ultimately, America is worth the trip to
the record store and if you've been collect-
ing Kurtis Blow and other rap records. this
is a nice addition to your collection.
However, don't expect it to match his
previous albums Kurtis Blow, Deuce,
Tough, Party Time and Ego Trip.
-Martin Starke)'
October 29,1985
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Kurtis Blow - America (polygram Records)
Kurtis Blow, also known as "king of
rap," and mentor and producer of such in-
novative rap groups as The Fatboys, The
Fearless Four, Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. -Hy~
and Run-DMC, bas set the rap-industry on
fire with the release of America, his sixth
album in less than five years.
This star-spangled collection of "krush
grooves" portrays a patriotic and proud
picture of America in the title track, but
fails to do anything else. Like most Kurtis
Blow records (with the exception of AJ
Scratch and These Are The Breaks) this one
loses steam as the record progresses.
Kurtis's raps can be considered timid
and more like singing in today's musi-
cal world of "hip hop" compared to
the hard rap sounds of Run-DMC, Cool
Mo-dee and Mellie Mel. Kurtis Blow is
known for coming off with luke-warm raps
and unfortunately he continues that tradi-
tion in all but three of eleven cuts on this
album. The worst example is when Kurtis
sadly tries to re-establish his AJ Scratch
phenomenon by rehashing old, played out
beats with similar repetitive gibberish in
"AJ is Cool."
The "King" bounces back, however,
with "Davey DMX Meets AJ Scratch," a
"funky fresh" battle of the turntables nar-
rated very effectively by Kurtis himself
which pits the quick Bronx style scratching
of the king's D J "AJ" against the equally
superb Hollis, Queens cuts of LL Cool
Jay's "Davey DMX." The "Super Sperm
Break Beat" is a revival of the older beat of
the same name. And like its forerunner
"Super Sperm" is lively, body moving and
guaranteed to keep the party jumping. Kur-
tis doesn't rap on this one, but amateur rap-
pers and deejays are sure to find this beat
enticing to scratch, cut and rap off.
Touring. throughout Europe, Kurtis Blow
is one of the few rappers who has appeared
on ABC's 20120, CBS's Nigh I watch, Enter-
tainment Tonight. Soul Train and The Phil
Donahue Show, as well as being the subject
of a number of feature stories in such
periodicals as Life, Rolling Stone, The New
Records: For Your
Listening Pleasure
Prefab Sprout - Two Wheels Good (CBS
Records)
. They got their name frOID a 1965 Nancy
Sinatra/Lee Hazelwood hit called
" Jackson" and now 20 years later the
English band Prefab Sprout has recorded
some highly potential hits of their own.
These poetic and melodious songs can be
found on their new LP Two Wheels Good.
Prefab Spr-out (Neil Conti, Martin
McAloon, Paddy McAloon and Wendy
Smith) were helped out by producer
-
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perience, meeting many Soviet students
first-hand," said Viano.
In 1973, Viano joined the Baruch faculty
as an adjunctlecturer, and became full-time
in 1979. Ten years after joining Baruch,
Viano received his doctorate from the
CUNY Graduate Center in 18th Century
French Music. Viano's dissertation was on
a little-known composer, Jean-Baptiste
Breval, Several years earlier, a young
Richard Viano was still a novice on the
cello, and his first performance was a cello
sonata from Breval. Recently, Viano was
chosen to perform a string-trio at Columbia
University during the Barnard-Columbia
Philharmonic performances.
Not only does Viano play music, he
writes about the subject as well. Two
scholarly works have already been pub-
lished on 18th century music; just com-
pleted was Viano's biggest task to date, a
thematic catalogue of "all that has ever
been done in music." To help with this
task, a personal computer was used, which
"makes organizing facts much easier," and
Viano has since become very interested in
abilities demonstrated by the computer.
Among Viano's outside interests are per-
forming with the Bloomingdale Chamber
Orchestra, and in general performing on
the cello. Viano is also the proud owner of
one of the biggest coJlections of art-deco
furniture in New York. "My apartment is
beginning to look like a warehouse," claims
Viano. Last month Viano bought a 1954
Ford, and is restoring the automobile from
the ground-up.
StiJJ, out of all of these interests, what do
you think is Dr. Viano's favorite?
Teaching, of course. Viano is giving a series
of lectures through Nov. 7 on soundtrack
treatment in films at the Rosebud Theater,
a revival house, in Ridgewood, New Jersey.
This is an opportunity for anyone interested
to really learn about music from the
movies, on an even more in-depth level than
expressed in Music 3034, Music In Films.
Says Viano of the series, "You')) never be
able to see a movie again without con-
sciously realizing how the music relates to
the action;"
~
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95,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1957
CLASSES STARTING DEC. 9 thru JAN. 12
FOR YOUR FREE Invitation
TO THE FIRST CLASSES
In NEW YORK call:
(212) 947-2122
BECKE
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OUR PASSING RATE IS
7011 IMMEDIATELY AFTER71 TAKING OUR COURSES
At the conservatory, Viano received a
double-degree in Cello and Music Educa-
tion, a background which "gave me both
the viewpoints of playing an instrument and
teaching music that helped me as a pro-
fessor. "
Viano's most-remembered experience of
his school days was of his representing
his colJege on a three-month tour of the
Soviet Union in 1967. This was part of the
U .S. CuI rural Exchange Program during
the 1960's. The program was very rigorous.
A typical day would begin with breakfast,
folJowed by an exercise ritual, and then five
hours of rehearsals. Performances were
given nightly. celt was an interesting ex-
The Ticker
Making Miisic With Viano
,
3036; Commercial Music and the Media.
Viano's musical education began as early
as seventh grade on the clarinet. It was in a
junior high school in Gloversville, New
York, a small town in the Adirondack
Mountains. In the eighth grade, singing in
the choir became Viano's newest musical
venture before he settled on the cello in the
ninth grade.
Dr. Viano became proficient enough on
the cello to gain acceptance to the New
England Conservatory of Music, one of the
nation's top music schools. Viano's arrival
in Boston was on the same day the Beatles
first came to Boston in 1964. "It was crazy.
Traffic was backed-up all the way to Fram-
Ingham on the Massachusetts Turnpike."
1
What' you dont
get into the
gradschool of
yourchoice?
Ofcourse, you may get into another
school, but why settle? Prepare for the
LSAI GMAI GRE, MCATor any grad
school entrance exam with the best test
prep organization- Stanley H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years. Kaplan's test-
taking techniques have prepared over 1
million students for admission and li-
censing tests ofall kinds. So call. Why go
to just any grad school. when you can go
to the right one? 1
c;TANI.£ Y H IC APl AN fOUCAT1ONAl CINTBlIJO
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FOR THE BEST CONCERT TICKETS CALL ALEX,
(718) 934-9613
BARUCH MALE STUDENT NEEDS APT. TO SHARE
OR FURNISHED ROOM.
CALL (718) 803-1164
(212) 725-4414
Dr. Richard Viano is definitely not your
ordinary, run-of-the-mill professor. The
assistant professor of music has enough
stories and experiences to fill your favorite
talk-show.
Born and bred in Brooklyn, Viano is
from a working-class Italian-American
family. His parents were factory workers as
well as candy-store owners on the corner of
Fifth Avenue and 5th Street in Park Slope.
Viano sees "many students coming from
similar working-class backgrounds, in
which they have not been surrounded by
music." This is why Viano is a professor at
Baruch. "Baruch students are hard-
working and not jaded. They express a gen-
uine interest once exposed to music." Hav-
ing had to work at odd jobs from Dunkin'
Donuts to being an usher at Boston's
Schubert Theater during college, Viano
sympathizes with Baruch students, and he
feels he can relate to them.
Another reason Viano came to Baruch
College was to influence the music cur-
riculum and courses offered by the Music
Department. The shift has been made from
offering standard music courses to a pro-
gram emphasizing the business aspects of
music. "Students come from the finest con-
servatories in America and aren't able to
land jobs in the music business," says
Viano, who feels "music schools generally
teach students to play their instruments,
many times they haven't developed the
necessary skiJJs for the business."
For those students interested in music, as
well as business, Viano suggests the degree
in Management of Musical Enterprises,
because "music students at Baruch have a
great business resource, in the business
school, to draw from."
Much of Viano's input into a program
like this comes from a broad variety of
past experiences in the world of insurance
and advertising. Viano combines these
experiences in a course he created: Music
•
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Michele Morris
Business Editor
Working Woman
Breaking into
Business Journalism
Thu~ay, ~ober31, 1985
1:00 - 2:40 p.m.
The Administrative Center
3rd Floor lounge
135 East 22nd Street
College life is like a soap opera. It can
cancel out after a while, due to low ratings,
or interest, or it can run its full course
because people like the show and they want
more. In Short Change everyone could have
moved out because they hated each other's
guts. But that's not what they did. They got
together, talked, screamed and learned to
trust and care. The play produced four
human beings who cared enough to tolerate
their idiosyncracies. It also gives Baruch
students a glimpse of what their fellow
students may be like. College ... anyone?
A t the Samuel Beckett Theater, W. 42 St .
.., ................... y.-..
...........
The Philip Morris
Business Journalism Lecture Series
and
Dollars and $ense,
The Baruch College Business Review
nus I~UN! __ IS deI~ to ,.,w ''''- of !>owbu,,~ fOUrnoJirsm
isper~ by~ pubJtc. T~__ IS furJdftj by Philip Mom' Inc
M>d pternlftJ ~ 8Muc:h CoI/ere'CUNY by DoIIMs M>d kn~. For
~ mlonnMJOn contact Prol Roslyn ~nsr.in. Bu,me< JourrWlSI"
~Mn. 72>7100.
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Rapbael Sbarge and Lea Floden are "unbelievable" loven.
He doesn't like them too much. He makes
excuses to avoid the weekly family dinner
which takes place six blocks away. They
started out talking and ended up in the
sack. Rayna is a strong and independent girl
who is determined to live life to the fullest.
She also doesn't want anyone to know of
her sickness. But after the romp in the sack,
she turned into a mushy, weak and love-
sick puppy. It was unbelievable. Lea Floden
and Raphael Sbarge just overplay their
parts. Love is wonderful and all, but there
comes a point when they have to draw the
line, and they don't.
The Ticker
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Join the Great American Smokeout
Thursday, November 21. Quit for one
day and you might quit for good.
~~fSOCElY·
FOR NOT
SMOKING
ON NO"
know if he should be trusted. They don't
know if he is serious or crazy, because he
reveals different parts of his personality to
each of them. There are several hints in the
play indicating that Fred might be
homosexual. He hides his feelings so well
that only in the end do we know for sure
that he is a homosexual. And only in the
end, do we find out that this crazy outgoing
guy is really ashy, warm and caring guy,
when he, on an impulse, gives Daniel (who
has similar feelings for Fred) a quick hug.
Only then, when they are alone, does Fred
open up his feelings to Daniel.
Daniel is a wimp, a class nerd who wants
to be an actor. It was kind of hard to pic-
ture Daniel as an actor. Maybe it was the
slightly droopy shoulders, spasmatic
movements of his hands or the nasal tones
that came out of his mouth when he spoke.
The only true trademark he had as an actor
was his obsession with washing his face and
staring in the mirror. Josh Pais gives a
wonderful performance as the gentle nerd
who gets his digs at his fellow mates later on
in the play. Daniel convinces the audience
that he is an aspiring actor when he gets a
call from a producer who wants him to ap-
pear in a play, in Florida. He has to write
down the address of the place. He jumps
and belts out a command for paper and
pencil that sends Fred and Benjamin run-
ning to ful fill the order. Daniel never leaves
town, as his parents wouldn't permit him to
leave college. Daniel is disappointed, to say
the least, but he gets a brand new car and a
wad of guilt money, so he's pretty happy
about that. And thanks to Fred, the stuffy
old couch in the living room that he sleeps
on turns into a new sofa bed upon his
return.
Then there's Rayna and Benjamin. They
hit it off immediately. Rayna has leukemia
and Benjamin is stuck up about his family.
Play: Short Change
October 29, 1985
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The stage contained a black telephone
and a stuffy old couch in a room with white
walls. What's so unusual about those four
walls? Nothing, which is why the play,
Short Change works: because it deals with
good old emotions. The play didn't dazzle
:and noonecame out of the play saying,
"Oh, wow, like totally." One left the
theater saying, "Yeah, I know someone like
that," or "I can understand that." That's
what it was all about ... your emotions.
The play opens with Rayna (Lea Floden)
and Benjamin (Raphel Sbarge) who bump
into each other in the apartment where they
learn second-hand that they're going to be-
roommates. Fred,· the eccentric leader of
the pack, played briJliantly· by David
Breithbarth has this selfish idea of rounding
up all his little cronies, including Daniel
(Josh Pais) and having them all live under
one roof. It's not such a bad idea, but it
would have been common courtesy for Fred
to warn his male friends that there would be
a lady present in the household, too.
College is the place where students find
out about themselves, their strengths,
weaknesses and what their priorities are.
It's the place to work out all the knots in
their lives . . . or at least try. Short Change
reveals to us the frightened kids who cover
up their true feelings from other people ...
people who they even consider to be their
friends. How many times have you seen on
campus an outgoing person who knows
everybody and is involved in school ac-
tivities, is a laugh a minute and doesn't
seem to have a care in the world. That's
Fred, "Mr. Spontaneous." But, oh baby, is
this guy insecure. He seems very complex to
his friends and Rayna and Daniel don't
October 29, 1985
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effort, the song returned back to the com-
mon beat which the entire album revolves
around. "Miss Mystery" is one cut that has
top-40 potential. It is ultra-ordinary, an-
"noying and' tiring which gives it the
characteristics of most top-40 songs. Black
·'N Blue just may cash in on this one. The
only song that didn't make me feel a need
to keep my hands over my ears was "Swing
Time." Although repetitious, I found the
beat a little bit interesting.
Albums such as Without Love, make me
question why no one has invented a fast
forward button for turntables, My advice
to this rock band is to dump their lead
vocalist, improve their lyrics an~ change
their style. Otherwise, they're alright,
-Heidi Lee Feldman
in New York City, is a study of insecuri ty,
bitterness and hatred. She is so insecure and
desperate because she wants someone to
Jove her. However, she makes loving her an
impossible task for Ben because she spends
all of her time deliberately hurting him.
This is never more apparent then when she
tells him that the best night of her life was
when she was raped by three men in the
back of a van.
Ben, on the other hand, plays the role of
the proverbial aspiring writer,' a cliched
character, to say the least. He spends most
of his time apologizing to Tracy, which she
assails as being patronizing. When he
disagrees with her she accuses him of being
a snob and an elitist. Thus Ben is stuck in a
no-win situation.
Seascape With Sharks and Dancer, writ-
ten by Yale Drama School graduate Don
Nigro, tries hard but it is too cliched and
predictable. When Tracy revealed she was
pregnant, it was a surprise to no one in the
audience,but Ben seemed to be quite shock-
ed. In addition, if one more writer has a
character call another character 'chicken'
and then make chicken noises, they should
have their typewriter repossessed.
Although this play does fail, there are
some commendable aspects. It is not easy to
create a two-character play which takes
place in only one room. Thus, Nigro should
be commended for attempting to do just
that. In addition, the character of Tracy
presents the viewer with a lot to think
about. Her character shows the pain one ex-
periences when they want to be loved so
much, but are afraid to seek this love
because they have been hurt too much in
the past. Tracy will not make herself
vulnerable, because doing this has resulted
in a great amount of heartbreak in the past.
Unfortunately, Seascape Wtih Sharks
and Dancer can't channel some of this
aforementioned energy into a successful
play. Both Bragger and Greenhill give de-
cent performances. However, the script,
which has an important message hidden
somewhere, fails to express it clearly. Like
the ham. swiss cheese. cream cheese,
mustard and sweet pickle sandwich, this
play is [00 mixed up. Maybe next time
Nigro should trv a nice corned beef on rye.~ -
'.
Drarnar ROlDonce By the Sea
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There is always a moment in a play when
the viewer gets a good idea as to whether
the play wiJI be successful. In Seascape
With Sharks and Dancer at the Hudson
Guild Theatre, this moment comes when
the two characters, Tracy (Susan
Greenhill), and Ben (Ivan Brogger) sit
around at 4 o'clock in the morning eating
sandwiches consisting of ham, swiss cheese,
cream cheese, mustard, and sweet pickles, a
revolting thought to say the least. The play
wasn't nearly as bad as the sandwich but
unfortunately it also was unappetizing.
Seascape With Sharks and Dancer is the
story of Ben, an aspiring novelist,"who lives
in a less than regal beach house in Cape
Cod, and Tra(;y,the woman whose life Ben
saves by pnlling her out of the water.
Tracy's one night stay at (he house turns
into a full flung relationship with Ben as the
fireworks quickly ensue.
Early on, the characters' neuroses are
revealed. Tracy, hardened by [he ex-
periences she had living with a drug pusher
B~' Michael Lashinsky
Thinking of sweet pickles.
AlbuDl: Cornrnon Melodies
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Black 'N Blue - Without Love (Geffen
Records)
Wilhoul Love is Black 'N Blue's second
album which leaves me wondering how they
ever got their first album released. This
rock band performs common melodies,
overheard beats, and repetitious lyrics
which leave the listener yawning for mercy.
The voice of Jamie St. James lies
somewhere between a yeJl and a scream. He
barks out weak lyrics such as, •• I know a
lady, I know a man, that threw a lot of love
into the trash can." He even has the nerve
to repeal these lyrics over and over again.
The third ~( on the album, "Stop The
Lightnina," starts off with a catchy beat
which almost made me want to get up and
sJamdance. J=ortunately, before making the
/.
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-K. L. Williams
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to listen to when it's all over." Along with
~odd., all of us can have the enjoyment of
listening to A Cappella.
Todd also has nice words for What Is
This, the energetic young band we can also
enjoy:
"What Is This have an individualis-
tic style ofperformance. I got involved
because they have potential to define a
niche for themselves that no one has
previously occupied.
I think they have a unique philoso-
phy ~n terms of what they are saying
and In the performance of (heir music.
They are unusual in todav's atmos-
phere in that They put content above
form.
How would I describe their music to
someone who hadn't heard them? I'd
tell thern to play the record. "
-Todd Rundgren
September, 1985
The Roches - Another World (Warner
Bros. Records)
This is going to be brief, for it's very dif-
ficult to criticize your loved ones. And yes,
I do love The Roches. Never pandering to
popular trends, their appeal was embodied
in their extraordinary wit and vision
(remember "Sex is for Children"). And
although most of the songs on their new
album, Another World, still showcase a
wisdom of enormous scope and clarity, the
album is veO' disappointing. The trendy
"drums & wires" annoy the hell out of me.
Of course, there are exceptions: the Sly
Stone-cum-Cass Eliott groove of the title
cut, the vocal gymnastics (they're not cap-
ble of unevocative singing) of "Older
Girls," and the paralyzed desire of "Love
to See You." On the back cover it says,
"We dedicate this album with love to our
fans." Ironically, this is the album their
fans can "love" without.
Love"). Both of these tunes work well for
the musicians. What Is This gives "I'll Be
Around" a modern yet spooky feeling,
while Todd has dramatically reworked
"Mighty Love" in his own creative fashion.
Todd Rundgren is a well-established
musician and confident in his work. "The
most important thing is that the material is
good," asserts Rundgren. "Whether or not
it's done with voices ... it would be a com-
plete bomb if the songs were not any
good." Aside from an occasional handclap,
all the sounds on A Cappella are generated
through voices. The technology of the
album is amazing and Todd claims, "All
my albums are experiments. I never think
about the commercial aspect of my music.
My main concern is that I'll have something
more Knopfler spits out his revenge on "In
the Gallery," when he says, "He was ig-
nored by all the trendy boys in London, and
in Leeds."
Much to my surprise, the 1985 version of
Mark Knopfler and Dire Straits was just
what the band always sought to avoid.
Although from the synthesized-album-
oriented sound featured on Brothers in
Arms, I expected Straits to be a little spoil-
ed, the Madison Square Garden show was
too pretentious for this old Straits fan to
handle.
The two and a half hour show featured
fifteen songs. With the possible exception
of the encores "Solid Rock" from Making
Movies, and "Going Home" the in-
strumental from the movie Local Hero,
each tune lasted ten minutes featuring
jammed-out instrumental passages, follow-
ed by heavy-metal endings. At the same
time, swirling psychedelic lights lit up the
stage like a Christmas tree. No wonder the
concert's median age was twenty-five. They
survived all those pompous YES and ELP
concerts, and were the only ones condi-
tioned to suffer through the new Dire
Straits show.
To be fair, the show had its moments.
The band was tight and didn't miss a beat.
"Sultans of Swing" brought the crbwd
to its feet, after being relatively quiet
earlier. After strategically lulling the au-
dience to sleep, Knopfler picked up the tem-
po for "Walk of Life," a rocker that would
give Bruce Springsteen a run for his money.
However, this was followed by an utterly
perfunctory guest appearance on keyboards
by Billy Joel, and Knopfler was a blue-
collar hero no more.
Perhaps my disinterest in the Garden
show was my awareness of Knopfler's
talents. I know he is too talented to write
about faggots with earrings and makeup.
Most annoying though is his insistence on
playing mindless music. Mindless music
should be created for sixteen-year-olds by
the likes of Edward Van Halen, not Mark
Knopfler.
The Ticker
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Todd Rundgren; a busy man.
Johannes, guitar and vocals; Chris Hut-
chinson, bass and Jack Irons, drums) liked
Todd's work with the Psychedelic Furs so
they thought they would ask him to work
with them. Todd agreed and the result is a
fine first album by a band that used to play
heavy metal in high school in West
Hollywood.
Now, What Is This plays a sophisticated
yet raw type of rock which sounds good on
their album but sounds even better live.
Recently they played at the Ritz in Manhat-
tan for both a WNEW FM luncheon con-
cert and an evening performance. Although
there are just three young men on stage
(average age 23) the. sound is tremendous.
The mix at that show was a little muddy and
loud which left the vocals hard to hear, but
overall the power of the trio came through
loud and clear.
A highlight of the show was What Is This
doing their version of "I'll Be Around,"
originally recorded by the Spinners. In-
terestingly, Todd Rundgren also covers a
Spinners song on'A Cappetta (UMighty
them, and presses a few thousand copies.
Warner gets caught with their pants down.
Dire Straits'self-titled debut album sells six
million wortCfwide copies in 1978. .
Soon after that first album was released,
Knopfler became a blue-collar hero.
Through his lyrics, he .rold rockers what he
really felt. On "Sultans of Swing" he pro-
claims, "Then a crowd of young boys
standing fooling around ira the corner....
they don't give a damn about any trumpet
playing band/ it ain't what they call rock
and roll, " - this was indicative of
Knopfler 's affection for his audience,
and in general for rock and roll. Further-
0-''"1--'-.»
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Guitarist Mark Knopner is "too talented to write about fagots with earrings."
October 29, 1985
By Laurie Nocerito
The latest Todd Rundgren album, A
Cappella, was released last month by
Warner Bros. Records. Todd's experimen-
tal music on A Cappella has only a slight
resemblance to the music on an album call-
ed What Is This on MCA Records. Why
compare the two? Because Todd produced
the debut album of the California band
who call themselves What Is This.
Todd Rudgren is a busy man. He's left
Utopia off the latest album. As a matter of
fact, he doesn't use any band at all. In-
stead Todd has created all of the musical
sounds with the help of the Emulator which
can take the human voice and transform it
to sound like any instrument imaginable.
Besides producing and engineering A Cap-
pella, Todd also produced the latest album
from The Tubes, Love Bomb, and the
aforementioned What Is This and their new
EP 3 out of5 Live (also on MCA Records).
In January Mr. Rundgren appeared for a
solo performance at the Ritz and most of
the material on A Cappella was included in
his set. In the live setting he was able to
recreate the songs with the help of a tape
recorder which played the background
sounds. On his next tour Todd will have a
ten-voice backup group to help his live
show stand up to the recorded material. A
Cappella is very soothing and easy to listen
to. "Blue Orpheus" and "Johnee Jingo"
start off the first side of the LP and are just
two examples of the fine compositions on
the album. These two songs display both
the rhythmic complexity as well as the
basic, repeated sounds that make all the
selections a pleasure to listen to. Above all,
A Cappella displays the incredible studio
mastery possessed by Todd Rundgren.
Todd shared his studio knowledge with
What Is This after they sent him a demo
tape. The three members of the band (Alain
In Concert: Dire Straits
By Steven Baum
Music: Todd Rundgren's Latest Projects
The story of Dire Straits rise to stardom
is a musical fantasy. Mark Knopfler, a
etisgruntled schoolteacher, forms a band.
The band plays smoke-filled taverns in
working-class sections of England. He so
aptly names the band Dire Straits. Later,
they scrape up enough money to make a
demo. They take the demo to record com-
panies. All the companies tell Dire Straits
the same thing - "Sorry, no commercial
potential." Finally, Warner Brothers signs
; ... : .
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If you are a responsible {>erson with the ability to
pay your bills. Sears believes you deserve credit
and will handle credit with care.
Choose from over 100,000 fine products
and services at Sears
With a Sears Credit Card. you can choose from an
enormous ran~e of products and services and just
say "Charge it:' Everything from a new business
wardrobe for interviewing to furnishings for your
apartment or new hume.
Appl}' for a Sears Credit Card today
Call 1-800-323-3274
In IllinoLCi call: 1-800-942-7~
(TolI·free number now :n-aibble in Hawaii)
When you call. ask for the New Accounts Opera-
tur at extension 90. Please call 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday through Friday. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Student Center
October 31, 1985
during Club Hours
to BARUCH'S
at the
CLUB FAIR
Apply for a Sears Credit Card now- call toll-free 1-800-323-3274
(In IDinois caD 1-800-94l-7+16)
October 29, 1985
If you're a college junior. senior or graduate stu-
dent. there are several good reasons to apply for a
Sears Credit Card now while you're still In school.
There's no annual fee and no
hidden finance charges
Unlike some credit cards. there's no annual fee
for a Sears Credit Card-and fin-ance charges are
always fully disclosed on your Sears statement.
Whatever you buy is backed by Sears
famou... promise. ""Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back"
You can shop with confidence at Sears. For over
90 years Sears has stood behind this famous
promiseto our customers.
You can use the Sears Credit card at
over 3000 Sears Retail and Catalog Ston.as
across the country
Your Sears Credit Cardon be useful to you
right away. It's good at over 3000 Sears Retail and
Catalog Stores nationwide. This means wherever
you live. travel or go to school- you have avail-
abie credit at a nearby Sears.
The Sears Credit card is an exceUent
way to establish your credit before
you leave school
A Sears Credit Card is an excellent way to estab-
lish a credit history and build a good credit rating.
WELCOME GHOSTS liND GOBLINS
The Ticker
is a real place, everything concerning people
and events has been invented. This is
soothing because he makes it a haunted,
treacherous place with people that fit right
in. The police chief is a pot smoker named
Regency, who might be a narcotics agent or
the one who separated the women's heads
or both. Madden's departed wife, Patty
Lareine, owns their beachfront home and
also the tainted Porsche he used to cruise
around town, uncovering pieces of the
mystery. Patty Lareine, not born rich, mar-
ried a wealthy private school mate of Mad-
den and quickly used and abused him, gain-
ing a large settlement through a divorce.
She then married her chauffeur, Madden,
who among other things is a writer (un-
published), bartender, cultivator of mari-
juana, ex-con, philosopher, and a very wild
guy.
One problem with Tough Guys is that
everyone described through the story is bad
enough to have done the killing. The ques-
tion is not "Could someone here have done
it?" but "Could anyone not have?" Mailer
uses an old joke to describe Madden and it
nicely conveys the morality in the book.
A man on his first visit to a new doctor is
asked to describe his daily routine. He
promptly offers. "I get up, I brush my
teeth, I vomit, I wash my face..." The
doctor inquires, "You vomit every day?"
"Oh, yes doctor," replies the patient,
"doesn't everyone?"
Tough Guys is a fairly gripping murder
mystery, but for my money, it is often
crude, graphical1y violent, and sexual
without being sexy or provocative.
When Ernest Hemingway wrote about
the lost generation in The Sun Also Rises,
he too created a group of people who were
wild and of questionable morals. But they
had charm and redeeming values, which
Mailer left conspicuously out in his set of
murderers and unfortunates, which is an
Tough Guys Don't Dance has to offer.
Dancing tbe "Wipe-out Tango."
Since the main goal of the company is to
educate the audience, they do encourage
people to go out and read a book to decide
if what the actors and actresses are saying is
right or wrong. Conservative republicans
would probably walk out of a performance
such as this and I did observe some people
leaving the theater during the first few
sketches.
Although I may not agree with all of
the political opinions of this non-profit
organization, the cast deserves much credit
for their creativity and talent. Eighteen
members participated in a live band on
stage while the whole company included 46
people that enjoyed their freedom of speech
in America and aired their viewpoints for
anyone who was willing to pay seven dollars
to watch and listen.
By Laurie Nocerito
ARTS
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Theater: Politics, Plus
By Robert Schwartz
One night Frank Costello, the Mafia
Man, was with his blonde in a nightclub
with some of their friends. The orchestra
was playing real nice, so old Frank sent
each of his friends, in turn, out to dance
with the blonde. This worked out fine until
the blonde whispered something into the
ear of the third friend, a guy named Rocky
Marciano. She pleaded, "Champ, do me a
favor, see if you can get Uncle Frank to do
a step with me." The others at the table
agreed. "It's your turn, Mr. Frank," they
say. Costello shakes his head. "Tough
guys," he says, "don't dance." This, we
learn halfway through Norman Mailer's
recent novel Tough Guys Don't Dance
(Ballantine Books), is what inspires most of
the characters in the book, especially the
main anti-hero, Tim Madden.
Tough Guys is a murder mystery and very
little else. Everyone in the book is a suspect
and with good reason. Mailer has created
quite a group of people you'd never want to
meet. Tim Madden awakes on the twenty
fourth day of his wife's departure with a
gruesome hangover. As he slowly pushes
himself into reality, he finds the after ef-
fects of what must have been a night to
remember; unfortunately, 'he can't. Mad-
den flnds a tattoo on his arm, blood all over
the passenger seat of his Porsche, and a
severed female head in his marijuana stash.
He also knows what he is capable of, for
Madden is a man who does not carry a gun,
onlv because he would use it if he did.
Bet-ore long we find a homosexual
businessman dead in the trunk of a car and
another female head, blonde and useless,
away from its body.
This all takes place in Provincerown,
Cape Cod during mid-fall. It's deserted ex-
cept for our suspects, all year-round in-
habitants of this swinging summer resort.
Mailer points out that while Provincetown
The new political musical comedy revue
at the Fourth Wall Political Theater (79
East 4th St.) is an energetic effort of many
New York City men and women to educate
the public about politics. It Only Hurts
When I Vote is a series of musical pieces
and sketches that let the actors voice their
opinions on the escalating nuclear arms
race, the nuclear satellite industry and
"current violent repressive legislation."
The company is against the United States
military and corporate politics and they
compare President Reagan to Adolph
Hitler. In "Hear Lies, Ronald Reagan #1"
the actor portraying the president says,
"Our economy is the strongest it's ever
been and Elizabeth Taylor is a virgin." In
songs and skits about apartheid in South
Africa, they compare white South Africans
to the Ku Klux Klan. All of the information
has been researched and is authentic, but
while the company is educating they are, of
course, expressing their particular opinions
in the way a skit is presented. Cheap laughs
may result from three men in drag on stage,
but what they discuss is really quite serious.
A song with the chorus, "Chances are
you're working for a fascist," gripes about
the banks that they claim are run by
fascists. Chase Manhattan Bank and the
Rockefellers are mentioned more than once
in the show. Other names spoken against
are the DuPonts, Coors, and Casper
Weinberger. Citibank, McDonalds and
Mobil Oil are the sponsors of the
"Academy Wars Awards," a skit that
presents awards for incidents such as the
Union Carbide accident in India. The skits
are anti-America, anti-preppie and pro-
socialism. "No Fantasy" is a ballad sung
about life in the U.S.S.R. which makes liv-
ing there sound wonderful.
Review: Mailer's Murder Mystery
_________________________________________-1
\
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-.Teddi Scrofani
The title cut "Boy in the Box" has a
danceable Duran Duran feel to it, but
Hart's vocals become annoying screeches.
A forceful singer Hart is not, and when he
tries to go beyond -anything .other than
pleading love songs, he fails.
"Komrad Kiev" and its underlying heavy
metal guitar solo, similar to the Randy
Rhodes lead in Ozzy Osbournes' "I Don't
Know," tries to be hard but loses edge. The
lyrics, full of political substance (a Russian-
American pitched battle) are lost in Hart's
slurred vocal projection.
"Silent Talking," another song in the
"Sunglasses" mold, seems - hit bound.
"Never Surrender," the top ten summer
hit, and "Eurasian Eyes," is Hart at what
he does best: melodramatic love songs.
It is said that Corey Hart vies with Bryan
Adams for Canada's top spot as male
vocalist but there's no chance. Adams has
found the successful formula for great top
forty rock-n-roll songs. Boy in the Box
leaves Hart confined, still trying to find his
way out.
writers but our main hat is friend. ..
Never losing sight of where they came
from or what they stand for- giving the au-
dience more than 11()i'lo - Full Force,
B-Fine, Bowlegged Lou, Paul Anthony,
Gerry, Shy-Shy and Curtis, is not just
more groups that only congregate for re-
cording sessions or concerts. Full Force is a
team. Friends as well as relatives are
wherever they go and that makes them
special as well as unique. They give much of
the recognition to their father and mother,
the brothers, B, Lou and Paul, not to men-
tion the rest of the group. Full Force
members are humorous, witty, cool, in-
novative' and, most importantly, finely
tuned professionals who love what they do.
It's obvious that Full Force is indeed, '" In
The Place To Be. to
mer is white hot).
Bad Moon Rising is on the Homestead
- Homestead Records, that is. With the
music and club scenes in this city dwindling,
it's pretty pleasant to have a growing indie
in our own. backyard. Just look at what
Twin/Tone did for Minneapolis. You
should be able to find this album in Man-
hattan, but I'll give the address anyway.
Also, be on the lookout for a band called
Antietam - I'll get to them next issue. See
ya' at the Homestead. (P.O. Box 570,
Rockville Centre, N.Y. t.I571-0570)
-K.L. Williams
• • •
Three brothers plus three cousins equals. Full Force.
who was the mastermind behind the
original idea. The Full Force beat by The
Kangol Kid, Dr. Ice, Educated Rapper and
Mixmaster Ice took the country by storm in
'84 and became father to a number of
answer records twenty-five titles long. Lisa-
Lisa's Cult Jam hit "i Wonder If I Take.
You Home" was equally successful rocking
the streets, discos, radios and televisions
(with its Lisa-Lisa video) across the coun-
try. "It's a personal vested interest we've
cultivated in U.T.F.O., the Real Roxxane
and Lisa-Lisa and The Cult Jam," said co-
lead vocalist Paul Anthony. "They are
strong and self-supportive in their own
right, but when we get away from the studio
we can talk about a song of rap they've
written, or about an argument they may
have had. We wear hats as producers and
Corey Hart - Boy 10 The Box (EMI
America Records)
Boy in the Box should remain under
wraps. Corey Hart's follow-up to his 1984
debut album, First Offense, is no serious
offering. Hart, who had the charmed hit
"Sunglasses at Night," with its haunting'
synthesized rock score. that complemented
his whispery, seductive voice, overplays his
, talent on this second album.
if
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Having no discernible beginning or end,
the first seven titles function as something
of a neo-rock suite (Look Ma, no syntho-
strings). The lonely gnarled guitar "Intro"
melts right into "Brave Men Run (in my
family)," which easily get~my vote for best
song. Conformity is n6fhigh on my IL~ of
important ctrafilcter traits and this tune at-
tacks it metaphorically. A top guitar work
- wonderfully reminiscent of downtown's
Arto Lindays - that serves as an unsteady
pier for an onslaught of tidal drumming,
bassist Kim Gordon's rich, darkly feminine
voice hacks away at the tree of blind obe-
dience. How's this for subtlety:
Seven days and seven nights
I dreamt a sailors dream oj sea
Seven days and seven nights
I dreamt a sailors dream of me
Seven days and seven nights
the world was made and lost again
Brave men run in my family
Brave men run into the setting sun
Brave men run into captivity
Brave men run in my family
But that's not all! Kim inserts one final
statement which hurls us into another
dimension. Almost whispering she adds,
"Brave men run ... away from me." Ef-
fortlessly, the song is at once an analysis -
and consequently an indictment - of the
patriarchal anxiety that has created a rift
between men and women (and it's only the
first song!).
Excluding the seemingly endless plodding
of HI Love Her All the Time," the other
tracks are gems. Other standouts include
"Society is a Hole" ("I can understand
it/but I don't recommend it"), "Justice is
Might," and "I'm Insane" - a melange of
horrific, dissociated images. Lydia Lunch,
downtown's performance art princess,
lends her voice to the showcase single
"Death Valley '69." Easily the most
melodic song on the album, it features
snarling pop solos and droning bass lines
immersed in a huge guitar pile-up. Bob
Bert's drumming is a tour de force (he is no
longer with the band; I hear the new drum-
Aside from being performers, these guys
are also producers. They are responsi-
ble "for unleashing that dynamic rapping
trio U.T.F.O. and their hit, "Roxxane,
Roxxane," which is the story of the group's
futile attempts to romance a girl. "Rox-
xane, Roxxane" was chosen for the name
of this record, not because it was the name
of the girl whom the threesome tried to
date, but rather "because it wasn't a com-
mon name," confides percussionist B-Fine,
xane, Roxxane"
for U.T.F.O.'s"Rox-
They are responsible
joy, which means it's an album for
everyone. 'Alice, I Want You Just For
Me," which has- an accompanying video
shows Full Force at its best, not only in
sound but also in their cleverly arranged
video. Other songs on the album~indude
"Girl, If You Take Me Horne," (the
sequel-story that supposedly follows "I
Wonder If I Take You Home,") "Please
Stay," "Unselfish Lover" and "The
Dream Believer," dedicated to the memory
of Doctor Martin Luther King, as well as a
religiously orchestrated tune of hope and
love that is all too short, entitled "The Man
Upstairs. "
ARTS
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Feature: Full Force
Albums:· Dos Discos
Sonic Youth' - Bad Moon Rising
(Homestead Records)
How 'bout this for Doomspeak? In the
late 60's H. Rap Brown, the Black Panther
Party member, shocked and embarrassed
many Americans when he chided,
"Violence is as American as apple pie." As
side two of Bad Moon Rising, Sonic
Youth's latest rock-n-roll noise opus, spins
to its end, Brown's statement echoes hor-
rifically throughout my head. Coupled with
.the current "Rambo/Commando" men-
tality and the re-emergence of the cop show
on prime-time television (there are more ex-
amples, but this is an album review),
Brown's quip seems wholly prophetic. In
two sides this album unearths a number of
the dark secrets hidden within the roots of
our culture.
The Sonic Youth are playing rock-a-roll
now, and that's good. Discarding most of
that elistist, avant-garde baggage which
undermined their earlier conceptually in-
teresting work, Bad Moon Rising emerges
from the rubble unscathed - triumphant.
Co-producer Martin Bisi (The Golden
Palominos, 'Ma t er i al , and Herbie
Hancock's "Rockit") continues to convey
his comprehension of music as a whole -
not a collection of genres. Guitarf~k
abounds, creating dense, industrial textures
interwoven with the drummer's
nightmarishly primal pounding.
By Martin Starkey -
Ask any member of the six-man produc-
ing, composing and performing group
known as Full Force to comment on how
they feel about the music industry and they
will most assuredly tell you that they are "in
the place to be" -, and rightfully so,
because this· three brother/three cousin
musical ensemble, after struggling for many
years to be accepted into the rhythmic arena
of song and dance, has just recently
emerged as a major force in today's con-
stantly changing and competitive world of
music.
Spawned from the streets and avenues of
East Flatbush in Brooklyn, New York, Full
Force was the creative mastermind behind
the 1984-85 mega-hit "Roxxane, Roxxane"
by U.T.F.O. (Untouchable Force Organiza-
tion) and "The Real Roxanne" (Lady
Dimples) as well as the equally successful
Lisa-Lisa and the Cult Jam smash "I
Wonder If I Take You Home. OJ But, by
gaining such phenomenal publicity from
these two hits, Full Force doesn't want the
public to think that they are strictly rap-
pers, as many have dubbed them, but rather
as a highly versatile group of experienced
musicians who are interested in, and can
play, all forms of music. Just listen to ~heir
first album from Columbia Records entitled
Full Force and I'm sure you'll agree Full
Force is a group that can do anything.
- The album, a culmination and a new
beginnng in Full Force's six year "master
plan OJ to conquer the music biz, has
everything from rapp to dance, pa~ty ~nd
jazz type beats to moving ballads of inspira-
tion and romance. It's an album that even
the hardest rocker or coolest rapper can en-
'.
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conference IS being completely
misrepresented. Taking a swipe at the
movie business, Mr. Hare shows the film
being made to actually lose money for a
studio's tax advantage.
A Map OJ The World is a play of ideals.
When the two men of opposite ideas reach
back and fire verbal hardballs at each other,
it is at its best. Oscar Wilde's "A Map OJ
The World that does not include Utopia is
not even worth glancing at," stands as the
dividing line between two good men. As the
play ends, the audience is left to decide
which man has presented a better argu-
ment.
,
The Comprehensive Review Course
235 West 46th St., 20th fl.
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 921-9877
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CHAYKIN CPA REVIEW
-
Roslaan Seth alld EJlubetb McGovel'll: Indiu novelist meets American actress.
BEWAREI
• Don't be taken in by the "FAST FOOD" approach to
CPA preparation in lieu of a comprehensive program.
• Don't pay a hefty tuition fee and take upon yourself the
burden of proper preparation.
• Don't kill your weekends wading through material that
wasn't covered in class.
• Don't waste your time and money by enroling in a course
based on geography and/or minimal class hours.
Considering that the CPA Exam requires the most extensive
and in-depth preparation of all professional exams:
• Do request for each course the topical coverage and hours
allotted.
• Do inquire as to the names and academic qualifications of
the instructors.
• Do demand independent verification of purported passing
percentages.
• Do check the caliber of a course by asking your peers In
the field.
Call for a brochure and a free 55 page booklet, "Informa-
ticn fn; CPA Candidates" published by the AICPA.
African nation, in a bitter, moving speech,
pleads with those in attendance to come to
their senses. He reminds them that even
good intentions must be carried out the
right way; charity and concern, wrongly im-
plemented can damage those who are to
received them, just as apathy does. Mr.
Rhames has dedicated his performance in A
Map OJ The World to Nelson Mandela.
The set design by Hayden Griffen is
splendid and varied. The scenes change
quickly from a lush Bombay panorama to a
London movie studio, where Victor
Mehta's later novel about the events of the
~ '98~ .~~ .. I'+~ ....
I.' ~ .. ~ l ~. ~ C' ..
..
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Victor Mehta, as a leading writer of fic-
tion, is invited to speak at the conference,
but under conditions he cannot meet. The
third world delegates take offense to him
and his acerbic novels. He has written
mockingly of Mao, Castro, Marxism and
the United Nations itself, which he calls a
"palace of lies."
In contrast to the vastly witty and
capable Victor Mehta.is Zeljko Ivanek, who
plays a young Steven Andrews. He is at the
conference to report 0'1 it for a "left-wing
literary magazine." These two men, while
grudingly respecting .each other, clash on
everything - as they should.
Despite its muddy, time twisting plot, A
Map Of The World climaxes quite effec-
tively in a heated debate between Mr. An-
drews and Mr. Mehta. Elizabeth McGov-
ern, (Ragtime, Lovesick) as an irrelevant
American actress, offers to sleep with the
winner of the debate, but she is biased since
she has already slept with Mr. Mehta. Ms.
McGovern as Peggy Whitton is at times an-
noying, even to Mr. Mehta as he criticizes
her "Westchester County six pack
philosophy. " Alfre Woodard, as an
American television correspondent agrees
to moderate the debate, and she better
represents her country's position.' At one
point she wryly observes, "By 1990, one
American in six will have worked for
McDonaJds."
Ving Rhames, as the representative of an
Page 22
Play: A Map Of The World
David Hare's A Map OJ The World in its
American premiere at the Public Theater,
opens in a Bombay hotel lounge. It is 1978
and world representatives have assembled
to discuss international poverty. Quickly we
race five years ahead to London, only then
to go back and forth between the two time
periods. Perhaps needing stronger direc-
tion, A Map OJ The World offers a confus-
ing, intense and politically arousing
theatrical experience.
A few striking performances meshed with
extraordinary scenery add to Mr. Hare's
tale of political and personality opposites.
The British playwright, who has also
directed here, is becoming somewhat of a
heavyweight in his field. His film, Plenty, is
currently running and bringing him at the
very least, mass notoriety.
Roshan Seth, best known for his
academy award nomination as Nehru in the
film Ghandi, is the central character of
the play. He is Victor Mehta, an expatriate
Indian novelist who has found comfort in
England, warmly embracing the political
right-wing. It is Mr. Seth's performance
that rises to the top in A Map OJ The
World. He works on a higher plane, while
those around him are one dimensional and
reaching.
10TH ANNIVERSARY
By Robert Schwartz
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BEACON THEATER, B'WAY& 74TH ST~ (212) 787 -1477
...•........................ , ..................•...•..••......•....•..........•..•..
RESERVED SEATS TICKETS $20($25 AT THE DOOR)
CALL CHARGIT: (212) 944-9300 OR TElETRON: (212) 947-5850
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ORIGINA'l CAST LIVE SHOW
MOVIE AT MIDNIGHT DOORS OPEN AT 6:30 P.M.
.--
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
I 10 am - 3:15 pm
Student Activities Center - 2nd Fl.
137 E. 22nd Street
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7
9 am - 4:45. pm
155 E. 24th Street - Rm. 103
The first 300 people who register for an
appointment will receive a free blood
donor t-shirt on Nooember 6 and 7.
To Schedule an Appointment,
Contact: Baruch College
.Student Activities Center-Rm.l04,
725-3057.
